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Abstract
We prove a Chevalley formula for anti-dominant weights and also a Monk for-
mula in the torus-equivariant K-group of the formal power series model of semi-
infinite flag manifolds, both of which are described explicitly in terms of semi-infinite
Lakshmibai-Seshadri paths (or, equivalently, quantum Lakshmibai-Seshadri paths).
In view of recent results of Kato, these formulas give an explicit description of the
structure constants for the Pontryagin product in the torus-equivariant K-group
of affine Grassmannians and that for the quantum multiplication of the torus-
equivariant (small) quantum K-group of finite-dimensional flag manifolds. Our
proof of these formulas is based on standard monomial theory for semi-infinite
Lakshmibai-Seshadri paths, which is established in our previous work, and also
uses a string property of Demazure-like subsets of the crystal basis of a level-zero
extremal weight module over a quantum affine algebra.
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1 Introduction.
In [KNS], we proposed a definition of equivariant (with respect to an Iwahori subgroup)
K-theory of the formal power series model QratG (⊃ QG) of semi-infinite flag manifold,
where G is a connected and simply-connected simple algebraic group over C with Borel
subgroup B and maximal torus H , and also proved the Chevalley formula for dominant
integral weights; this formula describes, in terms of semi-infinite Lakshmibai-Seshadri (LS
for short) paths, the tensor product of the class of the structure sheaf of a semi-infinite
Schubert variety with the class of a line bundle over QG associated to a dominant integral
weight.
Recently, in [Kat], Kato proved that there exists an embedding, as modules over the
(level-zero) nil-DAHA, of the torus-equivariant K-group KH(GrG)loc (suitably localized)
of the affine Grassmannian GrG into the torus-equivariant K-group KH(Q
rat
G ) of the for-
mal power series model QratG (⊃ QG) of semi-infinite flag manifold, and that under this
embedding the (so-called) Pontryagin product corresponds to the tensor product. Also,
he proved that there exists a C[P ]-module isomorphism from the torus-equivariant (small)
quantum K-group qKH(G/B)loc (suitably localized) of the finite-dimensional flag man-
ifold G/B onto the torus-equivariant K-group KH(Q
rat
G ) of Q
rat
G , and that under this
isomorphism, the class in qKH(G/B) of the structure sheaf of each ordinary Schubert
variety is sent to that in KH(QG) of the corresponding semi-infinite Schubert variety;
it is noteworthy that this result of Kato in fact verifies conjectures in [L2MS]. In view
of the embedding KH(GrG)loc →֒ qKH(G/B)loc obtained in this way, tensoring with line
bundles equips KH(Q
rat
G ) with a natural algebra structure, which is compatible with the
Pontryagin product in KH(GrG)loc and the quantum multiplication in qKH(G/B)loc. In
particular, the structure constants for the Pontryagin product in KH(GrG)loc and the
quantum multiplication in qKH(G/B)loc are exactly the same as those described by the
Pieri-Chevalley formula for the tensor product in KH(Q
rat
G ), which yields the structure
constants explicitly as described below.
For the dominant fundamental weights ̟i, i ∈ I, a Chevalley formula for the tensor
product with the class of the line bundle OQG(̟i) is established in [KNS]. The class of
OQG(̟i), when it is interpreted in KH(GrG)loc, is the formal inverse of a linear combi-
nation of the identity element [OGrG] and a natural generator (divisor-like class), and its
meaning is rather obscure since taking formal inverse sends the class essentially to the
outside of KH(GrG).
Contrastingly, for the anti-dominant fundamental weights −̟i, i ∈ I, the tensor
product with the class of the line bundle OQG(−̟i), when it is interpreted in KH(GrG)loc,
is the product with the sum of the identity element [OQG(e)] and a divisor-like class in
KH(GrG)loc; see the comment following Theorem 2 below. Also, the tensor product with
the class of OQG(−̟i), when it is interpreted in qKH(G/B)loc, is (the specialization at
q = 1, t = 0 of) the shift operator constructed in [IMT]. Hence a Chevalley formula for
the class of OQG(−̟i), i ∈ I, in KH(QG) carries much clearer information than that
for the class of OQG(̟i), i ∈ I. Therefore, it is desirable to obtain a Chevalley formula
for the tensor product in KH(QG), in which a line bundle over QG is associated to an
arbitrary (not necessarily) anti-dominant integral weight; note that in [KNS], we obtained
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a Pieri-Chevalley formula for line bundles associated to dominant integral weights, but it
turns out to be a much more difficult task to prove the formula in the anti-dominant case
than that in the dominant case.
Let us state our Chevalley formula more precisely. Let P :=
⊕
i∈I Z̟i and Q
∨ :=⊕
i∈I Zα
∨
i be the weight lattice and coroot lattice of G, respectively, and set P
+ :=∑
i∈I Z≥0̟i, Q
∨,+ :=
∑
i∈I Z≥0α
∨
i . We denote by W = 〈si | i ∈ I〉 the (finite) Weyl group
of G, with ℓ : W → Z≥0 the length function and w◦ the longest element. Let µ ∈ P
+ be a
dominant integral weight, and set Jµ :=
{
i ∈ I | 〈µ, α∨i 〉 = 0
}
; we denote byW Jµ the set of
minimal-length coset representatives for the cosets in W/WJµ, where WJµ := 〈si | i ∈ Jµ〉.
Let QLS(µ) denote the set of quantum LS paths of shape µ. Recall that an element
η ∈ QLS(µ) is a sequence of elements of W Jµ that satisfies a certain condition described
in terms of the parabolic quantum Bruhat graph (see Definition 3.11), and we can endow
the set QLS(µ) with a crystal structure with weights in P . For η ∈ QLS(µ) and v ∈ W ,
we define an element κ(η, v) ∈ W (called the final direction of η with respect to v) and an
element ζ(η, v) ∈ Q∨,+ in terms of the quantum version of the Deodhar lifts introduced in
[LNS31] and the weight of a directed path in the quantum Bruhat graph (see (3.27) and
(3.28)). Also, we denote by degµ : QLS(µ) → Z≤0 the (tail) degree function on QLS(µ)
introduced in [NS2] and [LNS32], which is described in terms of the parabolic quantum
Bruhat graph (see (3.26)).
One of the main results of this paper is the following Chevalley formula for anti-
dominant weights in the Iwahori-equivariant K-group K ′
I˜
(QratG ), defined in [KNS]. Here
the Iwahori subgroup I = ev−10 (B) contains the maximal torusH ofG, where ev0 : G[[z]]→
G denotes the evaluation map at z = 0, and I˜ = I ⋊ C∗ is the semi-direct product, with
C
∗ acting on I by loop rotation. Also, we remark that for an element x = wtξ of the
affine Weyl group Waf = W ⋉Q
∨, the associated semi-infinite Schubert variety QG(x) is
contained in the semi-infinite flag manifold QG = QG(e) ⊂ Q
rat
G if and only if ξ ∈ Q
∨,+;
we set W≥0af :=
{
x = wtξ ∈ Waf | w ∈ W, ξ ∈ Q
∨,+
}
.
Theorem 1 (Chevalley formula in K ′
I˜
(QG)). Let λ ∈ P
+ be a dominant integral weight,
and let x = wtξ ∈ W
≥0
af . Then, in the Iwahori-equivariant K-group K
′
I˜
(QG), we have
[OQG(−λ)] · [OQG(x)]
=
∑
v∈W
∑
η∈QLS(−w◦λ)
κ(η,v)=w
(−1)ℓ(v)−ℓ(w)q−deg−w◦λ(η)+〈−w◦λ, ξ〉e−wt(η) [OQG(vtξ+ζ(η,v))].
(1.1)
We remark that the sum on the right-hand side of (1.1) is clearly a finite sum, since W
is a finite Weyl group and QLS(−w◦λ) is a finite set; in fact, the set QLS(−w◦λ) provides
a realization of the crystal basis of the quantum version of a local Weyl module (which is
finite-dimensional).
On the basis of the results established in [KNS], our Chevalley formula above imme-
diately follows from Theorem 3 (or, more accurately, Corollary 4) below, which asserts
an equality for the graded characters of Demazure submodules of (level-zero) extremal
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weight modules over the quantum affine algebra Uv(gaf) associated to the affine Lie alge-
bra gaf . In fact, the argument for deducing the Chevalley formula above in K
′
I˜
(QG) from
equation (1.6) in Corollary 4 below is exactly the same as that in [KNS] in the case of
dominant integral weights; see the proof of [KNS, Theorem 5.10] for details. Namely, we
consider the functions Ψ([E ])(µ) of µ (with values in C[P ][[q−1]]) given by:
P → C[P ][[q−1]], µ 7→
∑
i≥0
(−1)i gchH i(QG, E ⊗OQG OQG(µ)),
where [E ] is taken to be the left-hand side (resp., right-hand side) of the Chevalley formula
(1.1) above; by the semi-infinite analog of the Borel-Weil-Bott theory established in [KNS],
the function Ψ([OQG(x)(ν)])(µ) of µ ∈ P for ν ∈ P and x ∈ W
≥0
af is given by:
P → C[P ][[q−1]], µ 7→ gchH0(QG, OQG(x)(ν + µ)),
which is identical to the graded character gch V −x (−w◦(ν+µ)) of the Demazure submodule
V −x (−w◦(ν + µ)) of the extremal weight module V (−w◦(ν + µ)) if ν + µ ∈ P
+. Then, the
left-hand side of (1.1) yields gch V −x (−w◦(µ− λ)) if µ− λ ∈ P
+, and the right-hand side
of (1.1) yields∑
v∈W
∑
η∈QLS(−w◦λ)
κ(η)=w
(−1)ℓ(v)−ℓ(w)q−deg−w◦λ(η)+〈−w◦λ, ξ〉e−wt(η) gchV −vtξ+ζ(η,v)(−w◦µ)
if µ ∈ P+. Because these two functions Ψ([E ])(µ) of µ are equal if λ, µ ∈ P+ by equa-
tion (1.6) in Corollary 4 below (note also that the right-hand side of (1.6) is zero if
µ− λ /∈ P+; see Appendix B), we deduce the equality (1.1) in K ′
I˜
(QG).
Our second main result of this paper is the Chevalley formula for anti-dominant
weights in the torus-equivariant K-group KH(QG), defined in [Kat]. In [Kat], the torus-
equivariant K-group KH(QG) is defined to be the set (equipped with a structure of
C[P ]-module) of all possibly infinite sums of the [OQG(y)], y ∈ W
≥0
af , with coefficients in
C[P ]:  ∑
y∈W≥0af
fy[OQG(y)] | fy ∈ C[P ], y ∈ W
≥0
af
 .
Here we recall from [KNS] that the K-group K ′
I˜
(QG) contains the C[P ]-submodule of
possibly infinite linear combinations (with coefficients in C[P ][[q−1]]) of the classes of
OQG(y), y ∈ W
≥0
af , that converge absolutely in K
′
I˜
(QG). Hence it follows that there exist
an appropriate C[P ]-submodule of K ′
I˜
(QG) and a C[P ]-module homomorphism from it
onto KH(QG) (given by the specialization q = 1 of the coefficients) sending each class of
OQG(y) to the corresponding class in KH(QG). Because the equality in Theorem 1 above
is, in fact, the one in this submodule, it immediately implies the following:
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Theorem 2 (Chevalley formula in KH(QG)). Let λ ∈ P
+ be a dominant integral weight,
and let x = wtξ ∈ W
≥0
af . Then, in the torus-equivariant K-group KH(QG), we have
[OQG(−λ)] · [OQG(x)]
=
∑
v∈W
∑
η∈QLS(−w◦λ)
κ(η,v)=w
(−1)ℓ(v)−ℓ(w)e−wt(η) [OQG(vtξ+ζ(η,v))].
(1.2)
By applying (1.2) to the case that λ = −w◦̟i, i ∈ I, and w = e (see §5.2), we deduce
that [OQG(si)] = [OQG(e)] − e
̟i[OQG(w◦̟i)]. By combining this equality and (1.2), we
obtain the following Monk formula, which describes the multiplication in KH(QG) by the
class of OQG(si):
[OQG(si)] · [OQG(w)]
= [OQG(w)] +
∑
v∈W
∑
η∈QLS(̟i)
κ(η,v)=w
(−1)ℓ(v)−ℓ(w)+1e̟i−wt(η) [OQG(vtζ(η,v))] (1.3)
for i ∈ I and w ∈ W . In particular, if ̟i is a minuscule weight, then (see §3.6)
[OQG(si)] · [OQG(w)]
= [OQG(w)]− e
̟i−w̟i
∑
v∈W
max(wWI\{i},≤
∗
v)=w
(−1)ℓ(v)−ℓ(w)[OQG(vtwt(w⇒v))], (1.4)
where max(wWI\{i},≤
∗
v) denotes the quantum version of the Deodhar lift (see Proposi-
tion 2.25) and wt(w ⇒ v) is the (quantum) weight of a directed path from w to v in
the quantum Bruhat graph (see (2.21)). On the basis of the C[P ]-module isomorphism
(established in [Kat]) from qKH(G/B) onto KH(QG), which respects quantum multipli-
cation in qKH(G/B) and tensor products in KH(QG) and sends each Schubert class in
qKH(G/B) to the corresponding semi-infinite Schubert class in KH(QG), we can deduce
from the Monk formula (1.3) a conjectural Monk formula ([LeP, Conjecture 17.1]) in the
quantum K-theory of the flag manifold G/B, which is also described in terms of the
quantum Bruhat graph; the details will appear in a subsequent paper.
Here we should mention that our formula (1.2) can be thought of as a semi-infinite
analog of the corresponding formula in [LeS] for the torus equivariant K-theory for Kac-
Moody thick flag manifolds (see also [GR] for the finite-dimensional case), though our
proof is quite different from the one by them and is much more difficult; this is mainly
because an ordinary induction argument using a string property of Demazure-like subsets
does not suffice in our case in contrast to the case of Kac-Moody thick flag manifolds.
Now, we explain the representation-theoretic (or, crystal-theoretic) aspect of our main
results; as mentioned above, Theorems 1 and 2 follow from Theorem 3 and Corollary 4
below, which are proved by using crystal bases of level-zero extremal weight modules.
Let µ ∈ P+ be a dominant integral weight. We denote by (W Jµ)af the set of Peterson’s
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coset representatives for the cosets in Waf/(WJµ)af (see §2.2), with Π
Jµ : Waf ։ (W
Jµ)af
the canonical projection. Let B
∞
2 (µ) denote the set of semi-infinite LS paths of shape
µ. Recall that an element π ∈ B
∞
2 (µ) is a certain decreasing sequence of elements of
(W Jµ)af ⊂Waf in the semi-infinite Bruhat order  (see Definition 3.2), and we can endow
the set B
∞
2 (µ) with a crystal structure with weights in P 0af = P ⊕ Zδ, where δ is the
(primitive) null root of the untwisted affine Lie algebra gaf associated to G. If we denote
by κ(π) ∈ (W Jµ)af the final direction of π ∈ B
∞
2 (µ), then we know from [NS3] that for
each z ∈ Waf , the graded character gchV
−
z (µ) of the Demazure submodule V
−
z (µ) of the
level-zero extremal weight module V (µ) over Uv(gaf) is identical to the following sum:∑
π∈B
∞
2 (µ)
κ(π)z
qnul(wt(π))efin(wt(π)),
where for ν ∈ P 0af = P ⊕ Zδ, we write ν = fin(ν) + nul(ν)δ. Based on this fact, we
make essential use of standard monomial theory for semi-infinite LS paths (established in
[KNS]) to prove the following theorem (see Theorem 3.9); we also need a string property
of Demazure-like subsets of the crystal basis of an extremal weight module (see Proposi-
tion 6.8).
Theorem 3. Let λ, µ ∈ P+ be dominant integral weights such that µ− λ ∈ P+, and set
λi := 〈λ, α
∨
i 〉 ∈ Z≥0, µi := 〈µ, α
∨
i 〉 ∈ Z≥0 for i ∈ I; note that µi − λi ∈ Z≥0 for all i ∈ I.
Then, for x ∈ Waf , we have∏
i∈I
µi∏
k=µi−λi+1
1
1− q−k
gchV −x (µ− λ)
=
∑
y∈Waf
yx
 ∑
η∈B
∞
2 (λ)
ι(η)ΠJλ (y), κ(η,y)=x
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (y)−ℓ
∞
2 (x)q− nul(wt(η))e− fin(wt(η))
 gchV −y (µ),
(1.5)
where ℓ
∞
2 : Waf → Z denotes the semi-infinite length function (see Definition 2.2), and
κ(η, y) ∈ Waf denotes the final direction of η with respect to y (see (3.15)).
The canonical projection cl : Waf = W ⋉ Q
∨
։ W induces a surjective map from
B
∞
2 (µ) onto QLS(µ), which is also denoted by cl. By using this surjective map, we can
reformulate this theorem in terms of the (parabolic) quantum Bruhat graph as follows
(see Corollary 3.15).
Corollary 4. Let λ, µ ∈ P+ be dominant integral weights such that µ− λ ∈ P+. Then,
for x = wtξ ∈ Waf , we have
gchV −x (µ− λ)
=
∑
v∈W
∑
η∈QLS(λ)
κ(η,v)=w
(−1)ℓ(v)−ℓ(w)q−degλ(η)+〈λ, ξ〉e−wt(η) gchV −vtξ+ζ(η,v)(µ). (1.6)
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Here we remark that in Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 above, the right-hand sides of the
equations (1.5) and (1.6) turn out to be zero unless µ− λ ∈ P+ (see Appendix B).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we fix our notation for untwisted
affine Lie algebras, and then review some basic facts about the (parabolic) semi-infinite
Bruhat graph, the (parabolic) quantum Bruhat graph, and analogs of the Deodhar lifts
for these graphs. In Section 3, after recalling the notions of semi-infinite LS paths and
quantum LS paths, we state the formulas (Theorem 3 and Corollary 4) above for the
graded characters of Demazure submodules, from which our main results (Theorem 1
and Theorem 2) immediately follow on the basis of the results established in [KNS]. In
Section 4, we show some results in standard monomial theory for semi-infinite LS paths,
which will be needed in the proof of Theorem 3. In Section 5, we prove a special case
of Theorem 3, in which the dominant integral weight λ ∈ P+ is a fundamental weight
and w = e, the identity element, by using standard monomial theory for semi-infinite
LS paths. In Section 6, we show a string property of certain Demazure-like subsets of
the crystal of semi-infinite LS paths of a given shape; using this, in Section 7, we prove
Theorem 3 in the case that λ is a fundamental weight and w is an arbitrary element of
W . In Section 8, we complete the proof of Theorem 3 by induction on the positive integer∑
i∈I λi; the base case that λ is a fundamental weight is already established in Section 7.
Also, we reformulate Theorem 3 in terms of the quantum Bruhat graph as Corollary 4
above. In Appendix A, we give examples of our Monk formula (1.4) in the case that g
is of type A2 and λ = ̟1. In Appendix B, we show that the right-hand side of equation
(1.6) is indeed zero if µ − λ /∈ P+. In Appendix C, we give a rephrasement of [KNS,
Theorem 5.10] in terms of quantum LS paths.
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was partially supported by JSPS Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (B) 16H03920. D.O.
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2 Semi-infinite Bruhat order and quantum Bruhat graph.
2.1 Affine Lie algebras. Let g be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over C with
Cartan subalgebra h. Denote by {α∨i }i∈I and {αi}i∈I the set of simple coroots and simple
roots of g, respectively, and set Q :=
⊕
i∈I Zαi, Q
+ :=
∑
i∈I Z≥0αi, and Q
∨ :=
⊕
i∈I Zα
∨
i ,
Q∨,+ :=
∑
i∈I Z≥0α
∨
i ; for ξ, ζ ∈ Q
∨, we write ξ ≥ ζ if ξ − ζ ∈ Q∨,+. Let ∆, ∆+, and ∆−
be the set of roots, positive roots, and negative roots of g, respectively, with θ ∈ ∆+ the
highest root of g; we set ρ := (1/2)
∑
α∈∆+ α. Also, let ̟i, i ∈ I, denote the fundamental
weights for g, and set
P :=
⊕
i∈I
Z̟i, P
+ :=
∑
i∈I
Z≥0̟i. (2.1)
Let gaf =
(
C[z, z−1] ⊗ g
)
⊕ Cc ⊕ Cd be the (untwisted) affine Lie algebra over C
associated to g, where c is the canonical central element and d is the scaling element
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(or degree operator), with Cartan subalgebra haf = h⊕ Cc⊕ Cd. We regard an element
µ ∈ h∗ := HomC(h, C) as an element of h
∗
af by setting 〈µ, c〉 = 〈µ, d〉 := 0, where
〈· , ·〉 : h∗af × haf → C denotes the canonical pairing of h
∗
af := HomC(haf , C) and haf . Let
{α∨i }i∈Iaf ⊂ haf and {αi}i∈Iaf ⊂ h
∗
af be the set of simple coroots and simple roots of gaf ,
respectively, where Iaf := I ⊔ {0}; note that 〈αi, c〉 = 0 and 〈αi, d〉 = δi,0 for i ∈ Iaf .
Denote by δ ∈ h∗af the null root of gaf ; recall that α0 = δ − θ. Also, let Λi ∈ h
∗
af , i ∈ Iaf ,
denote the fundamental weights for gaf such that 〈Λi, d〉 = 0, and set
Paf :=
(⊕
i∈Iaf
ZΛi
)
⊕ Zδ ⊂ h∗, P 0af :=
{
µ ∈ Paf | 〈µ, c〉 = 0
}
; (2.2)
notice that P 0af = P ⊕ Zδ, and that 〈µ, α
∨
0 〉 = −〈µ, θ
∨〉 for µ ∈ P 0af . We remark that for
each i ∈ I, ̟i is identical to Λi − 〈Λi, c〉Λ0, which is called the level-zero fundamental
weight in [Kas3].
Let W := 〈si | i ∈ I〉 and Waf := 〈si | i ∈ Iaf〉 be the (finite) Weyl group of g and the
(affine) Weyl group of gaf , respectively, where si is the simple reflection with respect to
αi for i ∈ Iaf . We denote by ℓ : Waf → Z≥0 the length function on Waf , whose restriction
to W agrees with the one on W , by e ∈ W ⊂ Waf the identity element, and by w◦ ∈ W
the longest element. For each ξ ∈ Q∨, let tξ ∈ Waf denote the translation in h
∗
af by ξ (see
[Kac, Sect. 6.5]); for ξ ∈ Q∨, we have
tξµ = µ− 〈µ, ξ〉δ if µ ∈ h
∗
af satisfies 〈µ, c〉 = 0. (2.3)
Then,
{
tξ | ξ ∈ Q
∨
}
forms an abelian normal subgroup of Waf , in which tξtζ = tξ+ζ holds
for ξ, ζ ∈ Q∨. Moreover, we know from [Kac, Proposition 6.5] that
Waf ∼= W ⋉
{
tξ | ξ ∈ Q
∨
}
∼= W ⋉Q∨.
Denote by ∆af the set of real roots of gaf , and by ∆
+
af ⊂ ∆af the set of positive real
roots; we know from [Kac, Proposition 6.3] that ∆af =
{
α + nδ | α ∈ ∆, n ∈ Z
}
and
∆+af = ∆
+ ⊔
{
α + nδ | α ∈ ∆, n ∈ Z>0
}
. For β ∈ ∆af , we denote by β
∨ ∈ haf its dual
root, and by sβ ∈ Waf the corresponding reflection; if β ∈ ∆af is of the form β = α + nδ
with α ∈ ∆ and n ∈ Z, then sβ = sαtnα∨ ∈ W ⋉Q
∨.
Finally, let Uv(gaf) (resp., U
′
v(gaf)) denote the quantized universal enveloping algebra
over C(v) associated to gaf (resp., [gaf , gaf ]), with Ei and Fi, i ∈ Iaf , the Chevalley gen-
erators corresponding to αi. We denote by U
−
v
(gaf) the negative part of Uv(gaf), that is,
the C(v)-subalgebra of Uv(gaf) generated by the Fi, i ∈ Iaf .
2.2 Parabolic semi-infinite Bruhat graph. In this subsection, we take and fix an
arbitrary subset J ⊂ I. We set QJ :=
⊕
i∈J Zαi, Q
∨
J :=
⊕
i∈J Zα
∨
i , Q
∨,+
J :=
∑
i∈J Z≥0α
∨
i ,
∆J := ∆ ∩QJ , ∆
±
J := ∆
± ∩QJ , WJ := 〈si | i ∈ J〉, and ρJ := (1/2)
∑
α∈∆+
J
α; we denote
by
[ · ]J : Q∨ ։ Q∨I\J (resp., [ · ]J : Q
∨
։ Q∨J ) (2.4)
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the projection from Q∨ = Q∨I\J ⊕Q
∨
J onto Q
∨
I\J (resp., Q
∨
J ) with kernel Q
∨
J (resp., Q
∨
I\J).
Let W J denote the set of minimal(-length) coset representatives for the cosets in W/WJ ;
we know from [BB, Sect. 2.4] that
W J =
{
w ∈ W | wα ∈ ∆+ for all α ∈ ∆+J
}
. (2.5)
For w ∈ W , we denote by ⌊w⌋ = ⌊w⌋J ∈ W J the minimal coset representative for the
coset wWJ in W/WJ . Also, we set
(∆J)af :=
{
α + nδ | α ∈ ∆J , n ∈ Z
}
⊂ ∆af , (2.6)
(∆J)
+
af := (∆J)af ∩∆
+
af = ∆
+
J ⊔
{
α + nδ | α ∈ ∆J , n ∈ Z>0
}
, (2.7)
(WJ)af :=WJ ⋉
{
tξ | ξ ∈ Q
∨
J
}
=
〈
sβ | β ∈ (∆J)
+
af
〉
, (2.8)
(W J)af :=
{
x ∈ Waf | xβ ∈ ∆
+
af for all β ∈ (∆J)
+
af
}
; (2.9)
if J = ∅, then (W ∅)af = Waf and (W∅)af =
{
e
}
. We know from [P] (see also [LaS,
Lemma 10.6]) that for each x ∈ Waf , there exist a unique x1 ∈ (W
J)af and a unique
x2 ∈ (WJ)af such that x = x1x2; let
ΠJ : Waf ։ (W
J)af , x 7→ x1, (2.10)
denote the projection, where x = x1x2 with x1 ∈ (W
J)af and x2 ∈ (WJ)af .
Lemma 2.1 (see, e.g., [NS4, Lemma 2.1]).
(1) It holds that {
ΠJ(w) = ⌊w⌋J for all w ∈ W,
ΠJ(xtξ) = Π
J(x)ΠJ(tξ) for all x ∈ Waf and ξ ∈ Q
∨;
(2.11)
in particular, (W J)af =
{
wΠJ(tξ) | w ∈ W
J , ξ ∈ Q∨
}
.
(2) For each ξ ∈ Q∨, the element ΠJ(tξ) ∈ (W
J)af is of the form: Π
J(tξ) = utξ+γ for
some u ∈ WJ and γ ∈ Q
∨
J .
(3) For ξ, ζ ∈ Q∨, ΠJ(tξ) = Π
J(tζ) if and only if ξ − ζ ∈ Q
∨
J .
Definition 2.2. Let x ∈ Waf , and write it as x = wtξ with w ∈ W and ξ ∈ Q
∨. We
define the semi-infinite length ℓ
∞
2 (x) of x by: ℓ
∞
2 (x) = ℓ(w) + 2〈ρ, ξ〉.
Definition 2.3.
(1) The (parabolic) semi-infinite Bruhat graph BG
∞
2 ((W J)af) is the ∆
+
af-labeled directed
graph whose vertices are the elements of (W J)af , and whose directed edges are
of the form: x
β
−→ y for x, y ∈ (W J)af and β ∈ ∆
+
af such that y = sβx and
ℓ
∞
2 (y) = ℓ
∞
2 (x) + 1. When J = ∅, we write BG
∞
2 (Waf) for BG
∞
2
(
(W ∅)af
)
.
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(2) The (parabolic) semi-infinite Bruhat order is a partial order  on (W J)af defined
as follows: for x, y ∈ (W J)af , we write x  y if there exists a directed path in
BG
∞
2 ((W J)af) from x to y; we write x ≺ y if x  y and x 6= y.
Remark 2.4. On the (finite) Weyl group W , the semi-infinite Bruhat order agrees with
the ordinary Bruhat order.
Let us recall some of the basic properties of the semi-infinite Bruhat order. Take and
fix λ ∈ P+ such that
{
i ∈ I | 〈λ, α∨i 〉 = 0
}
= J .
Lemma 2.5 ([INS, Remark 4.1.3]). Let x ∈ (W J)af and i ∈ Iaf . Then,
six ∈ (W
J)af ⇐⇒ 〈xλ, α
∨
i 〉 6= 0 ⇐⇒ x
−1αi ∈ (∆ \∆J ) + Zδ. (2.12)
Moreover, in this case,{
x
αi−−→ six ⇐⇒ 〈xλ, α
∨
i 〉 > 0 ⇐⇒ x
−1αi ∈ (∆
+ \∆+J ) + Zδ,
six
αi−−→ x ⇐⇒ 〈xλ, α∨i 〉 < 0 ⇐⇒ x
−1αi ∈ (∆
− \∆−J ) + Zδ.
(2.13)
Remark 2.6. Let x ∈ (W J)af and i ∈ Iaf . Then,
ΠJ(six) = x ⇐⇒ 〈xλ, α
∨
i 〉 = 0 ⇐⇒ x
−1αi ∈ ∆J + Zδ. (2.14)
Lemma 2.7 ([NS3, Lemma 2.3.6]). Let x, y ∈ (W J)af be such that x  y, and let i ∈ Iaf .
(1) If 〈xλ, α∨i 〉 > 0 and 〈yλ, α
∨
i 〉 ≤ 0, then six  y.
(2) If 〈xλ, α∨i 〉 ≥ 0 and 〈yλ, α
∨
i 〉 < 0, then x  siy.
(3) If 〈xλ, α∨i 〉 > 0 and 〈yλ, α
∨
i 〉 > 0, or if 〈xλ, α
∨
i 〉 < 0 and 〈yλ, α
∨
i 〉 < 0, then
six  siy.
Lemma 2.8 ([NNS1, Lemmas 4.3.3–4.3.5]).
(1) Let w, v ∈ W J , and ξ, ζ ∈ Q∨. If wΠJ(tξ)  vΠ
J(tζ), then [ξ]
J ≥ [ζ ]J ; for the
projection [ · ]J : Q∨ ։ Q∨I\J , see (2.4).
(2) Let w ∈ W J , and ξ, ζ ∈ Q∨. Then, wΠJ(tξ)  wΠ
J(tζ) if and only if [ξ]
J ≥ [ζ ]J .
(3) Let x, y ∈ (W J)af and β ∈ ∆
+
af be such that x
β
−→ y in BG
∞
2 ((W J)af). Then,
ΠJ(xtξ)
β
−→ ΠJ(ytξ) in BG
∞
2 ((W J)af) for all ξ ∈ Q
∨. Therefore, if x  y, then
ΠJ(xtξ)  Π
J (ytξ) for all ξ ∈ Q
∨.
Lemma 2.9 ([INS, Lemma 6.1.1]). If x, y ∈ Waf satisfy x  y, then Π
J (x)  ΠJ(y).
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We denote by ∗ : I → I, i 7→ i∗, the Dynkin diagram automorphism (of order 1 or 2)
induced by the longest element w◦ ∈ W as: w◦(αi) = −αi∗ for i ∈ I, and then define the
Z-linear automorphism ∗ : P ⊕Zδ → P ⊕Zδ (resp., ∗ : Q∨ → Q∨) by: ̟∗i = ̟i∗ for i ∈ I
and δ∗ = δ (resp., (α∨i )
∗ = α∨i∗). Also, we define the group automorphism ∗ : W →W by:
s∗i = si∗ for i ∈ I.
We see by Lemma 2.1 that if x ∈ (W J)af is of the form x = wΠ
J(tξ) for some w ∈ W
J
and ξ ∈ Q∨, then
ΠJ
∗
(xw◦) = ⌊ww◦⌋
J∗ΠJ
∗
(t−ξ∗), (2.15)
where J∗ :=
{
j∗ | j ∈ J
}
⊂ I; notice that
ΠJ (ΠJ
∗
(xw◦)w◦) = x. (2.16)
The next lemma follows from [INS, Proposition A.1.2] and [LNS31, Proposition 4.3].
Lemma 2.10. Let x, y ∈ (W J)af , and β ∈ ∆
+
af . Then, x
β
−→ y in BG
∞
2 ((W J)af) if and
only if ΠJ
∗
(yw◦)
β
−→ ΠJ
∗
(xw◦) in BG
∞
2 ((W J
∗
)af). Therefore, x  y in (W
J)af if and only
if ΠJ
∗
(yw◦)  Π
J∗(xw◦) in (W
J∗)af .
2.3 Deodhar lifts. Let J be a subset of I. For x ∈ (W J)af , let Lift(x) denote the
set of lifts of x in Waf for the projection Π
J : Waf ։ (W
J)af , that is, Lift(x) :=
{
x′ ∈
Waf | Π
J(x′) = x
}
; we know from [KNS, Lemma B.1] that if x = wΠJ(tξ) ∈ (W
J)af for
w ∈ W J and ξ ∈ Q∨ (see Lemma 2.1 (1)), then Lift(x) =
{
w′tξ+γ | w
′ ∈ wWJ , γ ∈ Q
∨
J
}
.
Proposition 2.11 ([KNS, Proposition 2.4]). If y ∈ Waf and x ∈ (W
J)af satisfy the
condition that x  ΠJ(y), then the set
Lifty(x) :=
{
x′ ∈ Lift(x) | x′  y
}
(2.17)
has a (necessarily unique) minimum element with respect to the semi-infinite Bruhat order
on Waf ; we denote this element by minLifty(x).
Proposition 2.12. If y ∈ Waf and x ∈ (W
J)af satisfy the condition that Π
J(y)  x, then
the set
Lifty(x) :=
{
x′ ∈ Lift(x) | y  x′
}
(2.18)
has a (necessarily unique) maximum element with respect to the semi-infinite Bruhat order
on Waf ; we denote this element by maxLifty(x).
Proof. We first show that x′w◦ ∈ Liftyw◦(Π
J∗(xw◦)) for all x
′ ∈ Lifty(x). We see
by Lemma 2.10 that x′w◦  yw◦. Hence it follows from Lemma 2.9 that Π
J∗(x′w◦) 
ΠJ
∗
(yw◦). Also, since Π
J(x′) = x, there exist z ∈ WJ and γ ∈ Q
∨
J such that x
′ = xztγ ;
note that x′w◦ = xztγw◦ = xw◦z
∗t−γ∗ , with z
∗ ∈ WJ∗ and γ
∗ ∈ Q∨J∗ . Therefore, we deduce
that ΠJ
∗
(x′w◦) = Π
J∗(xw◦), which implies that x
′w◦ ∈ Liftyw◦(Π
J∗(xw◦)), as desired.
Similarly, we can show that if x′′ ∈ Liftyw◦(Π
J∗(xw◦)), then x
′′w◦ ∈ Lifty(x) (see also
(2.16)). Recall from Proposition 2.11 that min Liftyw◦(Π
J∗(xw◦)) denotes the minimum
element of Liftyw◦(Π
J∗(xw◦)). From Lemma 2.10 and the assertions above, we deduce
that
(
min Liftyw◦(Π
J∗(xw◦))
)
w◦ is the maximum element of Lifty(x). This proves the
lemma.
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Corollary 2.13.
(1) If y ∈ Waf and x ∈ (W
J)af satisfy the condition that Π
J(y)  x, then ΠJ
∗
(xw◦) 
ΠJ
∗
(yw◦) and
maxLifty(x) =
(
min Liftyw◦(Π
J∗(xw◦))
)
w◦. (2.19)
(2) If y ∈ Waf and x ∈ (W
J)af satisfy the condition that x  Π
J(y), then ΠJ
∗
(yw◦) 
ΠJ
∗
(xw◦) and
minLifty(x) =
(
maxLiftyw◦(Π
J∗(xw◦))
)
w◦. (2.20)
Lemma 2.14 (cf. [NNS3, Lemma 3.6]). Let J be a subset of I. Let y ∈ Waf and
x ∈ (W J)af be such that x  Π
J(y), and set x˜ := min Lifty(x). Let i ∈ Iaf be such that
y−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ.
(1) Assume that x−1αi ∈ (∆
+ \ ∆+J ) + Zδ; note that six ∈ (W
J)af by Lemma 2.5. It
holds that six  Π
J(siy) and min Liftsiy(six) = six˜.
(2) If x−1αi ∈ (∆
− \∆−J ) + Zδ, then x  Π
J(siy) and minLiftsiy(x) = x˜.
(3) If x−1αi ∈ ∆J + Zδ, then x˜
−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ. Moreover, we have x  ΠJ(siy), and
minLiftsiy(x) is identical to x˜ or six˜.
Proof. Although we can show this lemma by combining [NNS3, Lemma 3.6] and Propo-
sition 2.22 below, we give a direct proof below.
(1) Since x−1αi ∈ (∆
+\∆+J )+Zδ by the assumption, and since ∆
+\∆+J is stable under
the action of WJ , we see that x˜
−1αi ∈ (∆
+ \∆+J )+Zδ. Also, we have y
−1αi ∈ ∆
++Zδ by
the assumption, and x˜  y by the definition of x˜. Therefore, it follows from Lemma 2.7 (3)
that six˜  siy, and hence Π
J(six˜)  Π
J(siy) by Lemma 2.9. Here it is easily checked
that ΠJ(six˜) = six. From these, we deduce that six  Π
J(siy) and six˜ ∈ Liftsiy(six).
If we set z := min Liftsiy(six), then six˜  z  siy. Since Π
J(z) = six and (six)
−1αi =
−x−1αi ∈ (∆
− \ ∆−J ) + Zδ, it is easily seen that z
−1αi ∈ (∆
− \ ∆−J ) + Zδ. Therefore,
it follows from Lemma 2.7 (3) that x˜  siz  y. Here we note that Π
J(siz) = x, and
hence siz ∈ Lifty(x). Since x˜ = minLifty(x), we obtain x˜ = siz, and hence z = six˜, as
desired.
(2) As in the proof of (1), we see that x˜−1αi ∈ (∆
− \ ∆−J ) + Zδ. Also, we have
y−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ by the assumption, and x˜  y by the definition of x˜. Therefore,
it follows from Lemma 2.7 (1) that x˜  siy, which implies that x = Π
J(x˜)  ΠJ(siy)
by Lemma 2.9. Thus we have x˜ ∈ Liftsiy(x). If we set z := min Liftsiy(x), then
x˜  z  siy. Since y
−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ, we deduce that siy ≻ y, and hence x˜  z  y.
Since x˜ = minLifty(x), we obtain z = x˜, as desired.
(3) Suppose, for a contradiction, that x˜−1αi ∈ ∆
−+Zδ. Then we have x˜ ≻ six˜. Since
y−1αi ∈ ∆
++Zδ, it follows from Lemma 2.7 (2) that six˜  y. Also, since x
−1αi ∈ ∆J+Zδ,
we see that ΠJ(six˜) = x. Hence we deduce that six˜ ∈ Lifty(x). However, since x˜ ≻ six˜ as
seen above, this contradicts x˜ = minLifty(x). Thus we conclude that x˜
−1αi ∈ ∆
+ +Zδ.
Since x˜−1αi, y
−1αi ∈ ∆
++Zδ, and x˜  y, it follows from Lemma 2.7 (3) that six˜  siy.
Therefore, by Lemma 2.9, we have x = ΠJ(six˜)  Π
J(siy), and hence six˜ ∈ Liftsiy(x).
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Here we set z := min Liftsiy(x). Assume first that x˜  siy. Then we have x˜  z  siy.
Since y−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ, we have siy ≻ y, and hence x˜  z  y. Since x˜ = minLifty(x),
we obtain z = x˜. Assume next that x˜ 6 siy. Since six˜ ∈ Liftsiy(x) as seen above, we
have six˜  z  siy. Note that (six˜)
−1αi ∈ ∆
− + Zδ. If z−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ, then it follows
from Lemma 2.7 (2) that x˜  z  siy, which contradicts the assumption that x˜ 6 siy.
Hence we obtain z−1αi ∈ ∆
−+Zδ. Since (six˜)
−1αi and (siy)
−1αi are contained in ∆
−+Zδ,
we see by Lemma 2.7 (3) that x˜  siz  y. Since x
−1αi ∈ ∆J + Zδ and z ∈ Lift(x), it
is easily checked that ΠJ(siz) = x. Thus, siz ∈ Lifty(x). Since x˜ = min Lifty(x), we
obtain siz = x˜, and hence z = six˜. This proves the lemma.
2.4 Quantum Bruhat graph. We take and fix a subset J of I.
Definition 2.15. The (parabolic) quantum Bruhat graph QBG(W J) is the (∆+ \∆+J )-
labeled directed graph whose vertices are the elements of W J , and whose directed edges
are of the form: w
β
−→ v for w, v ∈ W J and β ∈ ∆+ \∆+J such that v = ⌊wsβ⌋, and such
that either of the following holds: (i) ℓ(v) = ℓ(w)+1; (ii) ℓ(v) = ℓ(w)+1−2〈ρ−ρJ , β
∨〉.
An edge satisfying (i) (resp., (ii)) is called a Bruhat (resp., quantum) edge. When J = ∅,
we write QBG(W ) for QBG(W ∅).
Remark 2.16. We know from [LNS31, Remark 6.13] that for each w, v ∈ W J , there exists
a directed path in QBG(W J) from w to v.
Let w, v ∈ W J , and let p : w = v0
β1
−−→ v1
β2
−−→ · · ·
βl−→ vl = v be a directed path in
QBG(W J) from w to v. We define the weight wtJ(p) of p by
wtJ(p) :=
∑
1≤k≤l ;
vk−1
βk−−−→ vk is
a quantum edge
β∨k ∈ Q
∨,+; (2.21)
when J = ∅, we write wt(p) for wt∅(p). For w, v ∈ W J , we take a shortest directed path
p in QBG(W J) from w to v, and set wtJ(w ⇒ v) := [wtJ(p)]J ∈ Q∨,+
I\J ; we know from
[LNS32, Sect. 4.1] that wtJ(w ⇒ v) does not depend on the choice of a shortest directed
path p. When J = ∅, we write wt(u⇒ v) for wt∅(u⇒ v).
Lemma 2.17 ([LNS32, Lemma 7.2]). Let w, v ∈ W J , and let w1 ∈ wWJ , v1 ∈ vWJ .
Then we have wtJ(w ⇒ v) = [wt(w1 ⇒ v1)]
J .
Lemma 2.18 ([NNS1, Lemmas 4.3.6 and 4.3.7]). Let w, v ∈ W J , and ξ, ζ ∈ Q∨. Then,
wΠJ(tξ)  vΠ
J(tγ) ⇐⇒ [ξ]
J ≥ [γ + wt(v ⇒ w)]J . (2.22)
2.5 Tilted Bruhat order. For w, v ∈ W , we denote by ℓ(w ⇒ v) the length of a
shortest directed path from w to v in QBG(W ) = QBG(W ∅).
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Definition 2.19 (tilted Bruhat order). For each v ∈ W , we define the v-tilted Bruhat
order ≤v on W as follows: for w1, w2 ∈ W ,
w1 ≤v w2 ⇐⇒ ℓ(v ⇒ w2) = ℓ(v ⇒ w1) + ℓ(w1 ⇒ w2). (2.23)
Namely, w1 ≤v w2 if and only if there exists a shortest directed path in QBG(W ) from v
to w2 passing through w1; or equivalently, if and only if the concatenation of a shortest
directed path from v to w1 and one from w1 to w2 is one from v to w2.
Proposition 2.20 ([LNS31, Theorem 7.1]). Let J be a subset of I, and let v ∈ W . Then
each coset uWJ for u ∈ W has a unique minimal element with respect to ≤v; we denote
it by min(uWJ ,≤v).
Remark 2.21. Let J be a subset of I, and let u, v ∈ W . It is obvious by the definition of
the v-tilted Bruhat order that if uWJ = vWJ , then min(uWJ ,≤v) = v.
Proposition 2.22. Let J be a subset of I. Let y ∈ Waf and x ∈ (W
J)af be such that
x  ΠJ(y), and write these as :{
y = vytξy with vy ∈ W and ξy ∈ Q
∨;
x = vxΠ
J(tξx) with vx ∈ W
J and ξx ∈ Q
∨,
respectively. Also, write minLifty(x) ∈ Waf as :
min Lifty(x) = wtγ with w ∈ W and γ ∈ Q
∨.
Then, w = min(vxWJ ,≤vy) and γ = [ξx]
J + [ξy + wt(vy ⇒ w)]J .
Proof. Since wtγ ∈ Lift(x), we see that w ∈ vxWJ and ξx − γ ∈ Q
∨
J . If we set w
′ :=
min(vxWJ ,≤vy), then we have w
′ ≤vy w. First we show that w
′ = w. Suppose, for a
contradiction, that w′ 6= w. Then there exists a shortest directed path in QBG(W ) from
vy to w that passes through w
′. Hence we have wt(vy ⇒ w) = wt(vy ⇒ w
′)+wt(w′ ⇒ w).
Since w and w′ are contained in the same coset vxWJ , we deduce by Lemma 2.17 that
0 = wtJ(vx ⇒ vx) = wt
J(⌊w′⌋ ⇒ ⌊w⌋) = [wt(w′ ⇒ w)]J ,
which implies that wt(w′ ⇒ w) ∈ Q∨,+J . Hence we obtain w
′tγ−wt(w′⇒w) ∈ Lift(x). Let
us show that w′tγ−wt(w′⇒w)  y. Since wtγ = minLifty(x)  y = vytξy , it follows from
Lemma 2.18 that γ ≥ wt(vy ⇒ w) + ξy. Hence we deduce that
γ − wt(w′ ⇒ w) ≥ wt(vy ⇒ w) + ξy − wt(w
′ ⇒ w) = wt(vy ⇒ w
′) + ξy.
We see by Lemma 2.18 that w′tγ−wt(w′⇒w)  vytξy = y. Therefore, we conclude that
w′tγ−wt(w′⇒w) ∈ Lifty(x). However, by Lemma 2.18, we have min Lifty(x) = wtγ 
w′tγ−wt(w′⇒w), which is a contradiction; note that w 6= w
′ by our assumption. Thus we
obtain w = min(vxWJ ,≤vy), as desired.
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Next, we set γ′ := [ξx]
J +[ξy+wt(vy ⇒ w)]J , and show that γ = γ
′. Since ξx−γ ∈ Q
∨
J
as seen above, γ = [ξx]
J+ζ for some ζ ∈ QJ . Also, since min Lifty(x) = wtγ  vytξy = y,
we see by Lemma 2.18 that [ξx]
J + ζ = γ ≥ ξy + wt(vy ⇒ w). It follows that ζ = [γ
′]J ≥
[ξy + wt(vy ⇒ w)]J , and hence γ = [ξx]
J + ζ ≥ [ξx]
J + [ξy + wt(vy ⇒ w)]J = γ
′. Let
us show the opposite inequality γ′ ≥ γ. Since ξx − γ
′ ∈ Q∨J and w ∈ vxWJ , it follows
that wtγ′ ∈ Lift(x). Because vxΠ
J(tξx) = x  Π
J(y) = ⌊vy⌋
JΠJ(tξy) by the assumption, it
follows from Lemmas 2.17 and 2.18 that [ξx]
J ≥ [ξy+wt(vy ⇒ w)]
J . Therefore, we deduce
that γ′ = [ξx]
J+[ξy+wt(vy ⇒ w)]J ≥ ξy+wt(vy ⇒ w), which implies that wtγ′  vytξy = y
by Lemma 2.18. Hence we obtain wtγ′ ∈ Lifty(x). Since wtγ = minLifty(x), it follows
from Lemma 2.8 (2) that γ′ ≥ γ. Thus we conclude that γ = γ, as desired. This completes
the proof of the proposition.
Corollary 2.23. Let y ∈ Waf and ξ ∈ Q
∨ be such that ⌊w◦⌋
JΠJ(tξ)  Π
J(y). We write
y as y = vytξy with vy ∈ W and ξy ∈ Q
∨. Then,
minLifty(⌊w◦⌋
JΠJ(tξ)) = min(w◦WJ ,≤vy ) · t[ξ]J+[ξy]J . (2.24)
Proof. We set w := min(w◦WJ ,≤vy ). By Proposition 2.22, we see that
min Lifty(⌊w◦⌋
JΠJ(tξ)) = wt[ξ]J+[ξy+wt(vy⇒w)]J .
Since w◦ ∈ w◦WJ and w = min(w◦WJ ,≤vy), we have w ≤vy w◦. Therefore, there exists a
shortest directed path in QBG(W ) from vy to w◦ passing through w, which implies that
wt(vy ⇒ w◦) = wt(vy ⇒ w) + wt(w ⇒ w◦).
Because w◦ is greater than or equal to vy in the ordinary Bruhat order on W , there exists
a shortest directed path from vy to w◦ in QBG(W ) whose directed edges are all Bruhat
edges. Hence it follows that wt(vy ⇒ w◦) = 0. Similarly, we have wt(w ⇒ w◦) = 0. Thus
we obtain wt(vy ⇒ w) = 0. This proves the corollary.
Definition 2.24 (dual tilted Bruhat order). For each v ∈ W , we define the dual v-tilted
Bruhat order ≤∗v on W as follows: for w1, w2 ∈ W ,
w1 ≤
∗
v w2 ⇐⇒ ℓ(w1 ⇒ v) = ℓ(w1 ⇒ w2) + ℓ(w2 ⇒ v). (2.25)
Namely, w1 ≤
∗
v w2 if and only if there exists a shortest directed path in QBG(W ) from
w1 to v passing through w2; or equivalently, if and only if the concatenation of a shortest
directed path from w1 to w2 and one from w2 to v is one from w1 to v.
We see by [NNS1, Lemma 2.1.3] that w1 ≤
∗
v w2 if and only if w2w◦ ≤vw◦ w1w◦ for
w1, w2 ∈ W and v ∈ W . The next proposition follows from Proposition 2.20 and this
observation.
Proposition 2.25. Let v ∈ W , and let J be a subset of I. Then each coset uWJ for
u ∈ W has a unique maximal element with respect to ≤∗v ; we denote it by max(uWJ ,≤
∗
v).
Then we have
max(uWJ ,≤
∗
v) =
(
min(uw◦WJ∗ ,≤vw◦)
)
w◦. (2.26)
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We can prove the following proposition by using Proposition 2.22, together with Corol-
lary 2.13 (1) and (2.15).
Proposition 2.26. Let J be a subset of I. Let y ∈ Waf and x ∈ (W
J)af be such that
ΠJ(y)  x, and write these as :{
y = vytξy with vy ∈ W and ξy ∈ Q
∨;
x = vxΠ
J(tξx) with vx ∈ W
J and ξx ∈ Q
∨,
respectively. We write maxLifty(x) ∈ Waf as :
maxLifty(x) = wtγ with w ∈ W and γ ∈ Q
∨.
Then, w = max(vxWJ ,≤
∗
vy
) and γ = [ξx]
J + [ξy − wt(w ⇒ vy)]J .
3 Main result.
3.1 Semi-infinite Lakshmibai-Seshadri paths. We fix λ ∈ P+ ⊂ P 0af (see (2.1)
and (2.2)), and set
J = Jλ :=
{
i ∈ I | 〈λ, α∨i 〉 = 0
}
⊂ I. (3.1)
Definition 3.1. For a rational number 0 < a < 1, we define BG
∞
2
aλ((W
J)af) to be the
subgraph of BG
∞
2 ((W J)af) with the same vertex set but having only those edges of the
form x
β
−→ y for which a〈xλ, β∨〉 ∈ Z holds.
Definition 3.2. A semi-infinite Lakshmibai-Seshadri (LS for short) path of shape λ is a
pair
π = (x ; a) = (x1, . . . , xs ; a0, a1, . . . , as), s ≥ 1, (3.2)
of a strictly decreasing sequence x : x1 ≻ · · · ≻ xs of elements in (W
J)af and an increasing
sequence a : 0 = a0 < a1 < · · · < as = 1 of rational numbers satisfying the condition that
there exists a directed path from xu+1 to xu in BG
∞
2
auλ
((W J)af) for each u = 1, 2, . . . , s−1.
We denote by B
∞
2 (λ) the set of all semi-infinite LS paths of shape λ.
Following [INS, Sect. 3.1] (see also [NS3, Sect. 2.4]), we endow the set B
∞
2 (λ) with a
(regular) crystal structure with weights in Paf by the map wt : B
∞
2 (λ)→ Paf and the root
operators ei, fi, i ∈ Iaf , defined as follows. Let π ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) be of the form (3.2). Define
π : [0, 1]→ R⊗Z Paf to be the piecewise-linear, continuous map whose “direction vector”
on the interval [au−1, au] is xuλ ∈ Paf for each 1 ≤ u ≤ s, that is,
π(t) :=
u−1∑
k=1
(ak − ak−1)xkλ+ (t− au−1)xuλ for t ∈ [au−1, au], 1 ≤ u ≤ s; (3.3)
we know from [INS, Proposition 3.1.3] that π is an (ordinary) LS path of shape λ, intro-
duced in [L2, Sect. 4]. We set
wt(π) := π(1) =
s∑
u=1
(au − au−1)xuλ ∈ Paf . (3.4)
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Now, we set {
Hπi (t) := 〈π(t), α
∨
i 〉 for t ∈ [0, 1],
mπi := min
{
Hπi (t) | t ∈ [0, 1]
}
.
(3.5)
As explained in [NS3, Remark 2.4.3], all local minima of the function Hπi (t), t ∈ [0, 1],
are integers; in particular, the minimum value mπi is a nonpositive integer (recall that
π(0) = 0, and hence Hπi (0) = 0).
We define eiπ as follows. If m
π
i = 0, then we set eiπ := 0, where 0 is an additional
element not contained in any crystal. If mπi ≤ −1, then we set{
t1 := min
{
t ∈ [0, 1] | Hπi (t) = m
π
i
}
,
t0 := max
{
t ∈ [0, t1] | H
π
i (t) = m
π
i + 1
}
;
(3.6)
notice that Hπi (t) is strictly decreasing on the interval [t0, t1]. Let 1 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ s be such
that ap−1 ≤ t0 < ap and t1 = aq. Then we define eiπ by
eiπ := (x1, . . . , xp, sixp, sixp+1, . . . , sixq, xq+1, . . . , xs;
a0, . . . , ap−1, t0, ap, . . . , aq = t1, . . . , as);
(3.7)
if t0 = ap−1, then we drop xp and ap−1, and if sixq = xq+1, then we drop xq+1 and aq = t1.
Similarly, we define fiπ as follows. Note that H
π
i (1)−m
π
i is a nonnegative integer. If
Hπi (1)−m
π
i = 0, then we set fiπ := 0. If H
π
i (1)−m
π
i ≥ 1, then we set{
t0 := max
{
t ∈ [0, 1] | Hπi (t) = m
π
i
}
,
t1 := min
{
t ∈ [t0, 1] | H
π
i (t) = m
π
i + 1
}
;
(3.8)
notice that Hπi (t) is strictly increasing on the interval [t0, t1]. Let 0 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ s − 1 be
such that t0 = ap and aq < t1 ≤ aq+1. Then we define fiπ by
fiπ := (x1, . . . , xp, sixp+1, . . . , sixq, sixq+1, xq+1, . . . , xs;
a0, . . . , ap = t0, . . . , aq, t1, aq+1, . . . , as);
(3.9)
if t1 = aq+1, then we drop xq+1 and aq+1, and if xp = sixp+1, then we drop xp and ap = t0.
In addition, we set ei0 = fi0 := 0 for all i ∈ Iaf .
Theorem 3.3 (see [INS, Theorem 3.1.5]).
(1) The set B
∞
2 (λ)⊔{0} is stable under the action of the root operators ei and fi, i ∈ Iaf .
(2) For each π ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) and i ∈ Iaf , we set{
εi(π) := max
{
n ≥ 0 | eni π 6= 0
}
,
ϕi(π) := max
{
n ≥ 0 | fni π 6= 0
}
.
Then, the set B
∞
2 (λ), equipped with the maps wt, ei, fi, i ∈ Iaf , and εi, ϕi, i ∈ Iaf ,
defined above, is a crystal with weights in Paf .
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We denote by B
∞
2
0 (λ) the connected component of B
∞
2 (λ) containing πλ := (e ; 0, 1) ∈
B
∞
2 (λ); for the description of the connected components of B
∞
2 (λ), see §4.1 below.
If π ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) is of the form (3.2), then we deduce from Lemma 2.10 that
π∗ := (ΠJ
∗
(xsw◦), . . . ,Π
J∗(x1w◦); 1− as, . . . , 1− a1, 1− a0) (3.10)
is an element of B
∞
2 (λ∗) = B
∞
2 (−w◦λ); we call π
∗ the dual path of π (cf. [L2, §2]). Notice
that (π∗)∗ = π, and{
wt(π∗) = −wt(π) for π ∈ B
∞
2 (λ),
(eiπ)
∗ = fiπ
∗, (fiπ)
∗ = eiπ
∗ for π ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) and i ∈ Iaf ,
(3.11)
where 0∗ is understood to be 0.
If π ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) is of the form (3.2), then we set
ι(π) := x1 ∈ (W
J)af , κ(π) := xs ∈ (W
J)af ; (3.12)
we call ι(π) and κ(π) the initial direction and the final direction of π, respectively. For
x ∈ Waf , we set
B
∞
2
x(λ) :=
{
π ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) | κ(π)  ΠJ(x)
}
, (3.13)
B
∞
2
x(λ) :=
{
π ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) | ΠJ(x)  ι(π)
}
. (3.14)
Remark 3.4 ([NS3, Lemma 5.3.1 and Proposition 5.3.2 (2)]). The set B
∞
2
x(λ)∪{0} is stable
under the action of fi for all i ∈ Iaf . Moreover, for i ∈ Iaf such that 〈xλ, α
∨
i 〉 ≥ 0, the set
B
∞
2
x(λ) ∪ {0} is stable under the action of ei.
If π = (x1, . . . , xs; a0, . . . , as) ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) and y ∈ Waf satisfy Π
J(y)  x1, that is, if
π ∈ B
∞
2
y(λ), then we define κ(π, y) ∈ Waf by the following recursive formula:
x̂0 := y,
x̂u := maxLiftx̂u−1(xu) for 1 ≤ u ≤ s,
κ(π, y) := x̂s;
(3.15)
we call κ(π, y) ∈ Waf the final direction of π with respect to y. Similarly, if π =
(x1, . . . , xs; a0, . . . , as) ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) and y ∈ Waf satisfy xs  Π
J(y), that is, if π ∈ B
∞
2
y(λ),
then we define ι(π, y) ∈ Waf by the following recursive formula (from u = s+1 to u = 1):
x˜s+1 := y,
x˜u := min Liftx˜u+1(xu) for 1 ≤ u ≤ s,
ι(π, y) := x˜1;
(3.16)
we call ι(π, y) ∈ Waf the initial direction of π with respect to y. The next lemma follows
from Lemma 2.10 and Corollary 2.13.
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Lemma 3.5. Let y ∈ Waf .
(1) If π ∈ B
∞
2
y(λ), then π
∗ ∈ B
∞
2
yw◦
(−w◦λ), and ι(π, y) = (κ(π
∗, yw◦))w◦.
(2) If π ∈ B
∞
2
y(λ), then π
∗ ∈ B
∞
2
yw◦
(−w◦λ), and κ(π, y) = (ι(π
∗, yw◦))w◦.
3.2 Extremal weight modules and their Demazure submodules. We take an
arbitrary λ ∈ P+ ⊂ P 0af . Let V (λ) denote the (level-zero) extremal weight module of
extremal weight λ over Uv(gaf), which is defined to be the integrable Uv(gaf)-module
generated by a single element vλ with the defining relation that “vλ is an extremal weight
vector of weight λ”. Here, recall from [Kas3, Sect. 3.1] and [Kas4, Sect. 2.6] that vλ is
an extremal weight vector of weight λ if and only if (vλ is a weight vector of weight λ
and) there exists a family {vx}x∈Waf of weight vectors in V (λ) such that ve = vλ, and
such that for each i ∈ Iaf and x ∈ Waf with n := 〈xλ, α
∨
i 〉 ≥ 0 (resp., ≤ 0), the equalities
Eivx = 0 and F
(n)
i vx = vsix (resp., Fivx = 0 and E
(−n)
i vx = vsix) hold, where for i ∈ Iaf
and k ∈ Z≥0, the E
(k)
i and F
(k)
i are the k-th divided powers of the Chevalley generators Ei
and Fi of Uv(gaf), respectively; note that the weight of vx is xλ. Also, for each x ∈ Waf ,
we define the Demazure submodule V −x (λ) of V (λ) by
V −x (λ) := U
−
v (gaf)vx. (3.17)
We know from [Kas1, Proposition 8.2.2] that V (λ) has a crystal basis B(λ) and the
corresponding global basis
{
G(b) | b ∈ B(λ)
}
. Also, we know from [Kas4, Sect. 2.8] (see
also [NS3, Sect. 4.1]) that V −x (λ) ⊂ V (λ) is compatible with the global basis of V (λ), that
is, there exists a subset B−x (λ) of the crystal basis B(λ) such that
V −x (λ) =
⊕
b∈B−x (λ)
C(v)G(b) ⊂ V (λ) =
⊕
b∈B(λ)
C(v)G(b). (3.18)
Remark 3.6 ([NS3, Lemma 4.1.2]). For every x ∈ Waf , we have V
−
x (λ) = V
−
ΠJ (x)
(λ) and
B−x (λ) = B
−
ΠJ (x)
(λ).
Denote by uλ the element of B(λ) such that G(uλ) = vλ; recall that πλ = (e ; 0, 1) ∈
B
∞
2 (λ). We know the following from [INS, Theorem 3.2.1] and [NS3, Theorem 4.2.1].
Theorem 3.7. There exists an isomorphism of crystals from B(λ) to B
∞
2 (λ), which sends
uλ to πλ, and sends B
−
x (λ) to B
∞
2
x(λ) for all x ∈ Waf .
Recall that P 0af = P ⊕ Zδ; for ν ∈ P
0
af , we write ν = fin(ν) + nul(ν)δ with fin(ν) ∈ P
and nul(ν) ∈ Z. Let eν denote the formal exponential for ν ∈ P 0af , and set q := e
δ; note
that the formal exponential eν for ν ∈ P 0af is identical to q
nul(ν)efin(ν). Following [KNS,
Sect. 2.4], we define the graded character gchV −x (λ) of V
−
x (λ) by
gchV −x (λ) :=
∑
k∈Z
(∑
γ∈Q
dim
(
V −x (λ)λ+γ+kδ
)
eλ+γ
)
qk; (3.19)
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if x = wtξ for w ∈ W and ξ ∈ Q
∨, then gchV −x (λ) is an element of (Z[P ])[[q
−1]]q−〈λ, ξ〉
(see [KNS, (2.22)]). It follows from Theorem 3.7 that
gch V −x (λ) =
∑
π∈B
∞
2
x(λ)
ewt(π) =
∑
π∈B
∞
2
x(λ)
qnul(wt(π))efin(wt(π)). (3.20)
Proposition 3.8 ([KNS, Proposition D.1]). For each x ∈ Waf and ξ ∈ Q
∨, the equality
gch V −xtξ(λ) = q
−〈λ, ξ〉 gch V −x (λ) holds.
3.3 Statement of the main result in terms of semi-infinite LS paths. Let
λ, µ ∈ P+ be such that λ−µ ∈ P+, and define Jλ, Jµ, Jλ−µ ⊂ I as in (3.1). Write λ and
µ as: λ =
∑
i∈I λi̟i and µ =
∑
i∈I µi̟i, respectively, where λi, µi ∈ Z≥0, with λi−µi ≥ 0
for all i ∈ I. The following theorem is one of the main results of this paper.
Theorem 3.9. For x ∈ Waf , the following equality holds :∏
i∈I
λi∏
k=λi−µi+1
1
1− q−k
gchV −x (λ− µ)
=
∑
y∈Waf
yx
∑
π∈B
∞
2 (µ)
ι(π)ΠJµ (y), κ(π,y)=x
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (y)−ℓ
∞
2 (x) q−nul(wt(π))e− fin(wt(π))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=e−wt(π)
gchV −y (λ).
(3.21)
The outline of our proof of this theorem is as follows. First, we prove (3.21) in the case
that µ is a fundamental weight and x is a translation element in Waf (see §5.2); we show
a key formula in this case in Proposition 5.3 on the basis of standard monomial theory for
semi-infinite LS paths, established in [KNS] (see §4). Next, by making use of Demazure
operators (see §6.1), we show (3.21) in the case that µ is a fundamental weight and x is
an arbitrary element of W (see §7.2). Finally, using Proposition 4.4, we prove (3.21) in
the general case (see §8.1).
3.4 Quantum Lakshmibai-Seshadri paths. In this subsection, we fix µ ∈ P+, and
take J = Jµ as in (3.1).
Definition 3.10. For a rational number 0 < a < 1, we define QBGaµ(W
J) to be the
subgraph of QBG(W J) with the same vertex set but having only those directed edges of
the form w
β
−→ v for which a〈µ, β∨〉 ∈ Z holds.
Definition 3.11. A quantum LS path of shape µ is a pair
η = (w ; a) = (w1, . . . , ws ; a0, a1, . . . , as), s ≥ 1, (3.22)
of a sequence w1, . . . , ws of elements in W
J , with wu 6= wu+1 for any 1 ≤ u ≤ s − 1,
and an increasing sequence 0 = a0 < a1 < · · · < as = 1 of rational numbers satisfying
the condition that there exists a directed path in QBGauµ(W
J) from wu+1 to wu for each
u = 1, 2, . . . , s− 1.
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Denote by QLS(µ) the set of all quantum LS paths of shape µ. In the same manner
as for B
∞
2 (µ), we can endow the set QLS(µ) with a crystal structure with weights in
P ∼= P 0af/Zδ ⊂ Paf/Zδ; for the details, see [LNS
32, Sect. 4.2] and [NNS3, Sect. 2.5].
Define a projection cl : (W J)af ։ W
J by cl(x) := w for x ∈ (W J)af of the form
x = wΠJ(tξ) with w ∈ W
J and ξ ∈ Q∨. For π = (x1, . . . , xs ; a0, a1, . . . , as) ∈ B
∞
2 (µ),
we define
cl(π) := (cl(x1), . . . , cl(xs) ; a0, a1, . . . , as); (3.23)
here, for each 1 ≤ p < q ≤ s such that cl(xp) = · · · = cl(xq), we drop cl(xp), . . . , cl(xq−1)
and ap, . . . , aq−1; we set cl(0) := 0 by convention. We know from [NS3, Sect. 6.2] that
cl(π) ∈ QLS(µ) for all π ∈ B
∞
2 (µ). Also, we know the following lemma from [NS3,
Lemma 6.2.3]; recall that B
∞
2
0 (µ) denotes the connected component of B
∞
2 (µ) containing
πµ = (e ; 0, 1).
Lemma 3.12. For each η ∈ QLS(µ), there exists a unique πη ∈ B
∞
2
0 (µ) such that cl(πη) =
η and κ(πη) = κ(η) ∈ W
J .
Remark 3.13. For η = (w1, . . . , ws ; a0, a1, . . . , as) ∈ QLS(µ), define ξ1, . . . , ξs−1, ξs ∈
Q∨ by the following recursive formula (from u = s to u = 1):
ξs = 0, ξu = ξu+1 + wt(wu+1 ⇒ wu) for 1 ≤ u ≤ s− 1; (3.24)
for the definition of wt(wu+1 ⇒ wu), see §2.4. Then we know from [NNS3, Proposi-
tion 2.32] that
πη = (w1Π
J(tξ1), . . . , ws−1Π
J(tξs−1), ws ; a0, a1, . . . , as); (3.25)
the weight wt(πη) ∈ P
0
af = P ⊕ Zδ of πη can be written as: wt(πη) = wt(η) + deg(η)δ,
where deg : QLS(µ)→ Z≤0 denotes the (tail) degree function (see [LNS
32, Corollary 4.8])
given by:
deg(η) = −
s−1∑
u=1
au〈µ, wt(wu+1 ⇒ wu)〉. (3.26)
For η = (w1, . . . , ws ; a0, a1, . . . , as) ∈ QLS(µ) and v ∈ W , define κ(η, v) ∈ W by the
following recursive formula (cf. (3.15) and Proposition 2.26):
ŵ0 := v,
ŵu := max(wuWJ ,≤
∗
ŵu−1
) for 1 ≤ u ≤ s,
κ(η, v) := ŵs;
(3.27)
we call κ(η, v) ∈ W the final direction of η with respect to v. We set
ζ(η, v) := wt(ŵ1 ⇒ v) +
s−1∑
u=1
wt(ŵu+1 ⇒ ŵu). (3.28)
Remark 3.14. Keep the notation and setting of Remark 3.13. We see from Lemma 2.17
that [ζ(η, v) − wt(ŵ1 ⇒ v)]
J = [ξ1]
J . Hence, by Lemma 2.1 (2), we have ι(πη) =
w1Π
J(tζ(η,v)−wt(ŵ1⇒v)).
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3.5 Reformulation of the main result in terms of quantum LS paths. Let
λ, µ ∈ P+ be such that λ − µ ∈ P+, and define Jλ, Jµ, Jλ−µ ⊂ I as in (3.1). The
following is a corollary of Theorem 3.9.
Corollary 3.15. For x ∈ W , the following equality holds :
gchV −x (λ− µ)
=
∑
v∈W
∑
η∈QLS(µ)
κ(η,v)=x
(−1)ℓ(v)−ℓ(x) q− deg(η)e−wt(η)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=e−wt(πη)
gchV −vtζ(η,v)(λ). (3.29)
We will give a proof of this corollary in §8.2.
3.6 Case of minuscule weights. Here we apply the formula (3.21) in Theorem 3.9
to the case that µ ∈ P+ is a minuscule weight, i.e., 〈µ, α∨〉 ∈
{
0, 1
}
for all α ∈ ∆+; we
know that µ is just a fundamental weight ̟r satisfying the condition that 〈̟r, θ
∨〉 = 1.
We deduce from this condition that the subgraph BG
∞
2
a̟r((W
J̟r )af) has no edge for any
rational number 0 < a < 1. Hence it follows from the definition of semi-infinite LS paths
that
B
∞
2 (̟r) =
{
(z ; 0, 1) | z ∈ (W J̟r )af
}
. (3.30)
Let x ∈ Waf , and let y ∈ Waf be such that y  x. We see that π = (z ; 0, 1) ∈ B
∞
2 (̟r)
satisfies ι(π)  ΠJ̟r (y) and κ(π, y) = x (note that ΠJ̟r (κ(π, y)) = κ(π) = ι(π) = z
in this case) if and only if π = (ΠJ̟r (x) ; 0, 1) and maxLifty(Π
J̟r (x)) = x; we have
wt(π) = x̟r in this case. Therefore, we obtain
1
1− q−λr
gchV −x (λ−̟r)
=
∑
y∈Waf , yx
maxLifty(Π
J̟r (x))=x
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (y)−ℓ
∞
2 (x)q− nul(x̟r)e− fin(x̟r) gchV −y (λ).
(3.31)
Similarly, let us apply the formula (3.29) in Corollary 3.15 to the case that µ = ̟r is
a minuscule weight; for examples in type A2, see Appendix A. By the same reasoning as
for B
∞
2 (̟r) above, we see that
QLS(̟r) =
{
(u ; 0, 1) | u ∈ W J̟r
}
. (3.32)
Let x, v ∈ W . We deduce that η = (u ; 0, 1) ∈ QLS(̟r) satisfies κ(η, v) = x (note
that ⌊κ(η, v)⌋J̟r = κ(η) = ι(η) = u in this case) if and only if η = (⌊x⌋J̟r ; 0, 1) and
max(xWJ̟r ,≤
∗
v) = x; observe that wt(η) = x̟r, deg(η) = 0, and ζ(η, v) = wt(x⇒ v) in
this case. Therefore, we obtain
gch V −x (λ−̟r) =
∑
v∈W
max(xWJ̟r ,≤
∗
v)=x
(−1)ℓ(v)−ℓ(x)e−x̟r gchV −vtwt(x⇒v)(λ). (3.33)
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4 Standard monomial theory for semi-infinite LS paths.
4.1 Connected components of B
∞
2 (λ). Let λ ∈ P+, and write it as λ =
∑
i∈I λi̟i,
with λi ∈ Z≥0; note that J = Jλ =
{
i ∈ I | λi = 0
}
(see (3.1)). We define Par(λ) to
be the set of I-tuples of partitions χ = (χ(i))i∈I such that χ
(i) is a partition of length
(strictly) less than λi for each i ∈ I; a partition of length less than 0 is understood to be
the empty partition ∅. Also, for χ = (χ(i))i∈I ∈ Par(λ), we set |χ| :=
∑
i∈I |χ
(i)|, where
for a partition χ = (χ1 ≥ χ2 ≥ · · · ≥ χl ≥ 0), we set |χ| := χ1 + · · ·+ χl.
Here we recall from [INS, Sect. 7] the parametrization of the set Conn(B
∞
2 (λ)) of
connected components of B
∞
2 (λ) in terms of the set Par(λ). We set Turn(λ) :=
{
k/λi |
i ∈ I \ J and 0 ≤ k ≤ λi
}
. By [INS, Proposition 7.1.2], each connected component of
B
∞
2 (λ) contains a unique element of the form:(
ΠJ(tξ1), . . . , Π
J(tξs−1), e ; a0, a1, . . . , as−1, as
)
, (4.1)
where s ≥ 1, ξ1, . . . , ξs−1 are elements of Q
∨
I\J such that ξ1 > · · · > ξs−1 > 0 =: ξs (for
the notation, see §2.1 and §2.2), and au ∈ Turn(λ) for all 0 ≤ u ≤ s. For each element
of the form (4.1) (or equivalently, each connected component of B
∞
2 (λ)), we define an
element χ = (χ(i))i∈I ∈ Par(λ) as follows. First, let i ∈ I \ J ; note that λi ≥ 1. For
each 1 ≤ k ≤ λi, take 0 ≤ u ≤ s in such a way that au is contained in the interval(
(k− 1)/λi, k/λi
]
. Then we define the k-th entry χ
(i)
k of the partition χ
(i) to be 〈̟i, ξu〉,
the coefficient of α∨i in ξu; we know from (the proof of) [INS, Proposition 7.2.1] that
χ
(i)
k does not depend on the choice of u above. Since ξ1 > · · · > ξs−1 > 0 = ξs, we see
that χ
(i)
1 ≥ · · · ≥ χ
(i)
λi−1
≥ χ
(i)
λi
= 0. Hence, for each i ∈ I \ J , we obtain a partition
χ(i) of length less than λi. For i ∈ J , we set χ
(i) := ∅. Thus we obtain an element
χ = (χ(i))i∈I ∈ Par(λ), and hence a map from Conn(B
∞
2 (λ)) to Par(λ). Moreover, we
know from [INS, Proposition 7.2.1] that this map is bijective; we denote by πχ ∈ B
∞
2 (λ)
the element of the form (4.1) corresponding to χ ∈ Par(λ) under this bijection. For
χ ∈ Par(λ), we denote by B
∞
2
χ (λ) the connected component of B
∞
2 (λ) containing πχ.
Remark 4.1. Let χ = (χ(i))i∈I ∈ Par(λ), with χ
(i) = (χ
(i)
1 ≥ · · · ) for i ∈ I; note that
χ
(i)
1 = 0 if χ
(i) = ∅. We set
ι(χ) :=
∑
i∈I
χ
(i)
1 α
∨
i ∈ Q
∨; (4.2)
we see from the definition that ι(πχ) = Π
J(tι(χ)).
4.2 Affine Weyl group action. Let B be a regular crystal in the sense of [Kas3,
Sect. 2.2] (or, a normal crystal in the sense of [HK, p. 389]); for example, B
∞
2 (λ) for
λ ∈ P+ is a regular crystal by Theorem 3.7, and hence so is B
∞
2 (λ)⊗B
∞
2 (µ) for λ, µ ∈ P+.
We know from [Kas1, Sect. 7] that the affine Weyl group Waf acts on B as follows: for
b ∈ B and i ∈ Iaf ,
si · b :=
{
fni b if n := 〈wt(b), α
∨
i 〉 ≥ 0,
e−ni b if n := 〈wt(b), α
∨
i 〉 ≤ 0.
(4.3)
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The following lemma is shown by induction on the (ordinary) length ℓ(x) of x and the
tensor product rule for crystals (see also [KNS, Lemma 7.2]).
Lemma 4.2.
(1) Let λ ∈ P+, and take J = Jλ as in (3.1). If π ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) is of the form (4.1), then
for x ∈ Waf ,
x · π =
(
ΠJ (xtξ1), . . . ,Π
J(xtξs−1),Π
J(x) ; a0, a1, . . . , as−1, as
)
. (4.4)
(2) Let λ, µ ∈ P+. Let σ ∈ Par(λ), χ ∈ Par(µ), and ξ, ζ ∈ Q∨. Then, for x ∈ Waf ,
x ·
(
(tξ · πσ)⊗ (tζ · πχ)
)
= (xtξ · πσ)⊗ (xtζ · πχ). (4.5)
4.3 Standard monomial theory. Let λ =
∑
i∈I λi̟i, µ =
∑
i∈I µi̟i ∈ P
+, and
define Jλ, Jµ, Jλ+µ ⊂ I as in (3.1). Following [KNS, Proposition 3.4], we define S
∞
2 (λ+µ)
to be the subset of B
∞
2 (λ) ⊗ B
∞
2 (µ) consisting of those elements π ⊗ η satisfying the
condition that there exists y ∈ Waf such that κ(η)  Π
Jµ(y) and κ(π)  ΠJλ(ι(η, y));
for the definition of ι(η, y) ∈ Waf , see (3.16). We know from [KNS, Theorem 3.1] that
S
∞
2 (λ+µ) is a subcrystal of B
∞
2 (λ)⊗B
∞
2 (µ), and it is isomorphic as a crystal to B
∞
2 (λ+
µ). Now, we briefly recall from the proof of [KNS, Theorem 3.1] the description of the
isomorphism from B
∞
2 (λ+µ) to S
∞
2 (λ+µ) ⊂ B
∞
2 (λ)⊗B
∞
2 (µ) (which we denote by Φλµ).
Let Par(λ, µ) be the subset of those elements (σ,χ, ξ) ∈ Par(λ) × Par(µ) × Q∨I\(Jλ∪Jµ)
satisfying the condition that ci ≥ χ
(i)
1 for all I \ (Jλ ∪ Jµ), where χ = (χ
(i))i∈I with χ
(i) =
(χ
(i)
1 ≥ · · · ≥ χ
(i)
µi−1
≥ 0) for i ∈ I, and ξ =
∑
i∈I\(Jλ∪Jµ)
ciα
∨
i . By [KNS, Proposition 7.8],
there exists a bijection from Par(λ, µ) to the set of connected components of S
∞
2 (λ+ µ),
which sends (σ,χ, ξ) ∈ Par(λ, µ) to the connected component of S
∞
2 (λ + µ) containing
the element (tξ · πσ)⊗ πχ. Here, we define a map Θ : Par(λ, µ)→ Par(λ+ µ) as follows.
Let (σ, χ, ξ) ∈ Par(λ, µ), and write σ ∈ Par(λ), χ ∈ Par(µ), ξ ∈ Q∨I\(Jλ∪Jµ) as:
σ = (σ(i))i∈I , with σ
(i) = (σ
(i)
1 ≥ · · · ≥ σ
(i)
λi−1
≥ 0) for i ∈ I,
χ = (χ(i))i∈I , with χ
(i) = (χ
(i)
1 ≥ · · · ≥ χ
(i)
µi−1
≥ 0) for i ∈ I,
ξ =
∑
i∈I\(Jλ∪Jµ)
ciα
∨
i ; recall that ci ≥ χ
(i)
1 for all i ∈ I \ (Jλ ∪ Jµ).
(4.6)
For each i ∈ I, we set
ω(i) :=
( Remove these parts if i ∈ Jλ︷ ︸︸ ︷
σ
(i)
1 + ci ≥ · · · ≥ σ
(i)
λi−1
+ ci ≥ ci ≥ χ
(i)
1 ≥ · · · ≥ χ
(i)
µi−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Remove these parts
and set ci = 0 if i ∈ Jµ
)
, (4.7)
which is a partition of length less than λi+µi. Define Θ(σ, χ, ξ) := (ω
(i))i∈I ∈ Par(λ+µ);
we can deduce that this map Θ is bijective. We know from [KNS, Sect. 7] that there exists
an isomorphism
Φλµ : B
∞
2 (λ+ µ)
∼
→ S
∞
2 (λ+ µ) (→֒ B
∞
2 (λ)⊗ B
∞
2 (µ)) (4.8)
of crystals, which sends πω to (tξ · πσ)⊗ πχ if Θ
−1(ω) = (σ, χ, ξ) for ω ∈ Par(λ+ µ).
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4.4 Standard monomial theory for Demazure crystals. Let λ =
∑
i∈I λi̟i, µ =∑
i∈I µi̟i ∈ P
+, and define Jλ, Jµ, Jλ+µ ⊂ I as in (3.1). For π ⊗ η ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) ⊗ B
∞
2 (µ),
we set
(π ⊗ η)∗ := η∗ ⊗ π∗ ∈ B
∞
2 (µ∗)⊗ B
∞
2 (λ∗); (4.9)
for the definition of the dual paths η∗ and π∗, see (3.10). Then we have{
wt((π ⊗ η)∗) = −wt(π ⊗ η),(
ei(π ⊗ η)
)∗
= fi
(
(π ⊗ η)∗
)
,
(
fi(π ⊗ η)
)∗
= ei
(
(π ⊗ η)∗
) (4.10)
for π ⊗ η ∈ B
∞
2 (λ)⊗ B
∞
2 (µ) and i ∈ Iaf ; cf. (3.11). Also, for y ∈ Waf , we set
S
∞
2
y(λ+ µ) := Φλµ(B
∞
2
y(λ+ µ)), S
∞
2
y(λ+ µ) := Φλµ(B
∞
2
y(λ+ µ)). (4.11)
Theorem 4.3. Keep the notation and setting above. Let y ∈ Waf .
(1) An element π ⊗ η ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) ⊗ B
∞
2 (µ) is contained in S
∞
2
y(λ + µ) if and only if
κ(η)  ΠJµ(y) and κ(π)  ΠJλ(ι(η, y)).
(2) An element π ⊗ η ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) ⊗ B
∞
2 (µ) is contained in S
∞
2
y(λ + µ) if and only if
ι(π)  ΠJλ(y) and ι(η)  ΠJµ(κ(π, y)).
Proof. Part (1) follows from [KNS, Theorem 3.5]. Let us prove part (2). By using [KNS,
Lemma 7.2 and Remark 7.3] and (3.11), (4.10), we deduce that the following diagram is
commutative:
B
∞
2 (λ+ µ)
Φλµ
−−−→ B
∞
2 (λ)⊗ B
∞
2 (µ)
∗
y y∗
B
∞
2 (µ∗ + λ∗)
Φµ∗λ∗
−−−→ B
∞
2 (µ∗)⊗ B
∞
2 (λ∗),
where λ∗ = −w◦λ and µ
∗ = −w◦µ. Also, it follows from Lemma 2.10 that
(
B
∞
2
y(λ+µ)
)∗
=
B
∞
2
yw◦
(µ∗ + λ∗). Therefore, we obtain
S
∞
2
x(λ+ µ) =
(
S
∞
2
xw◦
(µ∗ + λ∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
⊂B
∞
2 (µ∗)⊗B
∞
2 (λ∗)
)∗
.
Hence part (2) follows from part (1) and Lemma 3.5. This proves the theorem.
Proposition 4.4. Let ψ ∈ B
∞
2 (λ+µ), and write Φλµ(ψ) ∈ B
∞
2 (λ)⊗B
∞
2 (µ) as Φλµ(ψ) =
π ⊗ η, with π ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) and η ∈ B
∞
2 (µ). Let y ∈ Waf .
(1) If ψ ∈ B
∞
2
y(λ+ µ), then ι(ψ, y) = ι(π, ι(η, y)).
(2) If ψ ∈ B
∞
2
y(λ+ µ), then κ(ψ, y) = κ(η, κ(π, y)).
In order to prove this proposition, we need some technical lemmas.
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Lemma 4.5. Let ν ∈ P+ and y ∈ Waf . Let ψ ∈ B
∞
2
y(ν) and i ∈ I be such that ψ
′ :=
fiψ 6= 0; note that ψ
′ ∈ B
∞
2
y(ν) by Remark 3.4. If εi(ψ) ≥ 1, then ι(ψ
′, y) = ι(ψ, y).
If εi(ψ) = 0, then ι(ψ, y)
−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ. Moreover, ι(ψ′, y) is identical to ι(ψ, y) or
siι(ψ, y).
Proof. We set J = Jν ⊂ I as in (3.1). Write ψ ∈ B
∞
2
y(ν) as ψ = (x1, . . . , xs; a0, a1, . . . , as),
and define y = x˜s+1, x˜s, . . . , x˜2, x˜1 = ι(ψ, y) by the same formula as (3.16). Assume that
ψ′ = fiψ is of the form:
ψ′ = fiψ = (x1, . . . , xp, sixp+1, . . . , sixq, xq, xq+1, . . . , xs;
a0, a1, . . . , ap = t0, . . . , aq−1, t1, aq, aq+1, . . . , as)
(4.12)
for some 0 ≤ p < q ≤ s (see (3.8) and (3.9)); remark that 〈xuν, α
∨
i 〉 > 0 for all p + 1 ≤
u ≤ q (see the comment after (3.8)), which implies that
x−1u αi ∈ (∆
+ \∆+J ) + Zδ, and hence x˜
−1
u αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ (4.13)
for all p + 1 ≤ u ≤ q. We set (y1, . . . , yq) := (x1, . . . , xp, sixp+1, . . . , sixq), and define
y˜q, . . . , y˜1 by y˜q := min Liftx˜q(yq),y˜u := min Lifty˜u+1(yu) for 1 ≤ u ≤ q − 1;
we have ι(ψ′, y) = y˜1. Since 〈xqν, α
∨
i 〉 > 0, i.e., x
−1
q αi ∈ (∆
+ \ ∆+J ) + Zδ, and since
x˜−1q αi ∈ ∆
++Zδ by (4.13), we see by Lemma 2.14 (1) and (2) that y˜q = minLiftx˜q(yq) =
min Liftx˜q(sixq) is identical to min Liftsix˜q(sixq) = si
(
minLiftx˜q(xq)
)
= six˜q. Also, we
deduce by Lemma 2.14 (1), together with (4.13), that y˜u = six˜u for p+ 1 ≤ u ≤ q − 1.
Assume first that εi(ψ) ≥ 1; in order to prove that ι(ψ
′, y) = y˜1 = x˜1 = ι(ψ, y), it
suffices to show that
y˜u = x˜u for some 1 ≤ u ≤ p. (4.14)
Since εi(ψ) ≥ 1, we see by the definition of the root operator ei (see (3.6)) that there
exists 1 ≤ u ≤ p such that 〈xuν, α
∨
i 〉 < 0. We set k := max
{
1 ≤ u ≤ p | 〈xuν, α
∨
i 〉 < 0
}
;
note that
x−1k αi ∈ (∆
− \∆−J ) + Zδ. (4.15)
By the definition of the root operator fi (see (3.8)), we see that 〈xuν, α
∨
i 〉 = 0 for all
k+1 ≤ u ≤ p. Suppose, for a contradiction, that x˜−1u αi ∈ ∆
−+Zδ for some k+1 ≤ u ≤ p,
and set m := max
{
k + 1 ≤ u ≤ p | x˜−1u αi ∈ ∆
− + Zδ
}
; remark that x˜−1m+1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ
(for the case m = p, see (4.13)). Also, we have x−1m αi ∈ ∆J +Zδ since 〈xmν, α
∨
i 〉 = 0, and
x˜−1m αi ∈ ∆
−+Zδ by the definition ofm. However, this is a contradiction by Lemma 2.14 (3)
(applied to x˜m = minLiftx˜m+1(xm)). Therefore, we conclude that
x˜−1u αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ for all k + 1 ≤ u ≤ p. (4.16)
Here, it follows from Lemma 2.14 (3) that y˜p = minLifty˜p+1(yp) = min Liftsix˜p+1(xp)
is identical to x˜p or six˜p. If y˜p = x˜p, then (4.14) holds for u = p. Hence we may
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assume that y˜p = six˜p. In this case, it follows again from Lemma 2.14 (3) that y˜p−1 =
min Lifty˜p(yp−1) = min Liftsix˜p(xp−1) is identical to x˜p−1 or six˜p−1. If y˜p−1 = x˜p−1, then
(4.14) holds for u = p− 1. Hence we may assume that y˜p−1 = six˜p−1. By repeating this
argument, we may assume that
y˜u = six˜u for all k + 1 ≤ u ≤ p. (4.17)
Then, by Lemma 2.14 (2) and (4.15), (4.16), y˜k = minLifty˜k+1(yk) = min Liftsix˜k+1(xk)
is identical to x˜k. Thus we obtain ι(ψ
′, x) = y˜1 = x˜1 = ι(ψ, x).
Assume next that εi(ψ) = 0. Suppose, for a contradiction, that ι(ψ, y)
−1αi = x˜
−1
1 αi ∈
∆− + Zδ, and set l := min
{
2 ≤ u ≤ p + 1 | x˜−1u αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ
}
(recall (4.13)); note that
x˜−1u αi ∈ ∆
− + Zδ for all 1 ≤ u ≤ l − 1, which implies that 〈xuν, α
∨
i 〉 = 〈x˜uν, α
∨
i 〉 ≤ 0 for
all 1 ≤ u ≤ l − 1. Since εi(ψ) = 0, we deduce by the definition of the root operator ei
that 〈xuν, α
∨
i 〉 = 0 for all 1 ≤ u ≤ l− 1, and hence x
−1
u αi ∈ ∆J +Zδ for all 1 ≤ u ≤ l− 1.
In particular, we obtain x−1l−1αi ∈ ∆J +Zδ and x˜
−1
l−1αi ∈ ∆
−+Zδ. However, since x˜−1l αi ∈
∆+ +Zδ, this is a contradiction by Lemma 2.14 (3) (applied to x˜l−1 = min Liftx˜l(xl−1)).
Thus we obtain ι(ψ, y)−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ.
Now, recall that ψ′ = fiψ is of form (4.12). Since εi(ψ) = 0 by our assumption, we
see by the definition of the root operators ei and fi that
Hψi (t) ≥ 0 for t ∈ [a0, ap] = [0, t0], with H
ψ
i (0) = H
ψ
i (t0) = 0. (4.18)
If there exists 1 ≤ u ≤ p such that 〈xuν, α
∨
i 〉 < 0, then we deduce by the same argument
as for (4.14) that ι(ψ′, x) = y˜1 = x˜1 = ι(ψ, x). Hence we may assume that 〈xuν, α
∨
i 〉 ≥ 0
for all 1 ≤ u ≤ p. In this case, we have 〈xuν, α
∨
i 〉 = 0 for all 1 ≤ u ≤ p by (4.18). By
the same argument as for (4.16), we deduce that x˜−1u αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ for all 1 ≤ u ≤ p.
Furthermore, by the same argument as for (4.17), we see that ι(ψ′, x) is identical to ι(ψ, x)
or siι(ψ, x). This proves the lemma.
Lemma 4.6. Let λ, µ ∈ P+, and y ∈ Waf . Let π ⊗ η ∈ S
∞
2
y(λ + µ) and i ∈ I be
such that π′ ⊗ η′ := fi(π ⊗ η) 6= 0, where π
′ ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) and η′ ∈ B
∞
2 (µ) ; notice that
π′ ⊗ η′ ∈ S
∞
2
y(λ + µ) by Remark 3.4. If εi(π ⊗ η) ≥ 1, then ι(π
′, ι(η′, y)) = ι(π, ι(η, y)).
If εi(π ⊗ η) = 0, then ι(π, ι(η, y))
−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ. Moreover, ι(π′, ι(η′, y)) is identical to
ι(π, ι(η, y)) or siι(π, ι(η, y)).
Proof. If εi(π⊗ η) = 0, then we see by the tensor product rule for crystals that εi(π) = 0.
Since π ∈ B
∞
2
ι(η,y)(λ) by Theorem 4.3 (1), we see by Lemma 4.5 that ι(π, ι(η, y))
−1αi ∈
∆+ + Zδ in this case.
Assume first that fi(π⊗η) = fiπ⊗η, i.e., π
′ = fiπ and η
′ = η; note that ϕi(π) > εi(η)
by the tensor product rule for crystals, and that ι(η′, y) = ι(η, y). If εi(π ⊗ η) ≥ 1,
then we see by the tensor product rule for crystals and the inequality ϕi(π) > εi(η) that
εi(π) = εi(π ⊗ η) ≥ 1. Hence it follows from Lemma 4.5, applied to π ∈ B
∞
2
ι(η,y)(λ), that
ι(π′, ι(η′, y)) = ι(π′, ι(η, y)) = ι(π, ι(η, y)). If εi(π⊗η) = 0, then we have εi(π) = 0, as seen
above. Therefore, we see by Lemma 4.5, applied to π ∈ B
∞
2
ι(η,y)(λ), that ι(π
′, ι(η′, y)) =
ι(π′, ι(η, y)) is identical to ι(π, ι(η, y)) or siι(π, ι(η, y)).
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Assume next that fi(π⊗ η) = π⊗ fiη, i.e., π
′ = π and η′ = fiη. We see by Lemma 4.5
that ι(η′, y) is identical to ι(η, y) or siι(η, y). If ι(η
′, y) = ι(η, y), then it is obvious that
ι(π′, ι(η′, y)) = ι(π, ι(η, y)). Assume now that ι(η′, y) = siι(η, y). We see by Lemma 4.5
that ι(η′, y) = siι(η, y) only if εi(η) = 0; note that ι(η, y)
−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ. Write π ∈
B
∞
2
ι(η,y)(ν) as π = (x1, . . . , xs; a0, a1, . . . , as), and define
ι(η, y) = x˜s+1, x˜s, . . . , x˜2, x˜1 = ι(π, ι(η, y)),
ι(η′, y) = siι(η, y) = y˜s+1, y˜s, . . . , y˜2, y˜1 = ι(π, ι(η
′, y)),
by the same formula as (3.16). If εi(π ⊗ η) ≥ 1, then we see by the tensor product rule
for crystals and the equality εi(η) = 0 that εi(π) ≥ 1. Hence, by the same argument as
for (4.14) (with p replaced by s), we deduce that y˜u = x˜u for some 1 ≤ u ≤ s, which
implies that ι(π′, ι(η′, y)) = ι(π, ι(η, y)). Also, if εi(π⊗ η) = 0, then we have εi(π) = 0, as
seen above. By the same argument as in the last paragraph of the proof of Lemma 4.5,
we deduce that ι(π′, ι(η′, y)) is identical to ι(π, ι(η, y)) or siι(π, ι(η, y)). This proves the
lemma.
Lemma 4.7. Let λ, µ ∈ P+, and v ∈ W . If we set v′ := min(w◦WJµ,≤v), then
min(w◦WJλ+µ,≤v) = min(w◦WJλ ,≤v′). (4.19)
Proof. We set w := min(w◦WJλ+µ,≤v) and w
′ := min(w◦WJλ ,≤v′). We prove the assertion
by descending induction on ℓ(v). If v = w◦, then we see by Remark 2.21 that w = w◦ =
v′ = w′. Assume now that ℓ(v) < ℓ(w◦), and take i ∈ I such that ℓ(siv) = ℓ(v) + 1, or
equivalently, v−1αi ∈ ∆
+. We set
w1 := min(w◦WJλ+µ,≤siv), v
′
1 := min(w◦WJµ,≤siv), w
′
1 := min(w◦WJλ ,≤v′1);
by our induction hypothesis, we have w1 = w
′
1.
Case 1. Assume that w−1◦ αi ∈ ∆
− \ ∆−Jλ+µ, or equivalently, i
∗ /∈ Jλ+µ = Jλ ∩ Jµ. We
deduce from [NNS3, Lemma 3.6 (2)] that w1 = w. If w
−1
◦ αi ∈ ∆
− \∆−Jµ , or equivalently,
if i∗ /∈ Jµ, then we deduce from [NNS3, Lemma 3.6 (2)] that v
′
1 = v
′, and hence w′1 = w
′.
Hence, by our induction hypothesis, we obtain w = w′. Thus we may assume that
w−1◦ αi ∈ ∆Jµ , or equivalently, i
∗ ∈ Jµ. In this case, it follows from [NNS3, Lemma 3.6 (3)]
that (v′)−1αi ∈ ∆
+, and v′1 is identical to v
′ or siv
′. If v′1 = v
′, then we obtain w = w′ in
exactly the same way as above. Assume now that v′1 = siv
′. Since i∗ /∈ Jλ+µ = Jλ ∩ Jµ
and since i∗ ∈ Jµ, we see that i
∗ /∈ Jλ, which implies that w
−1
◦ αi ∈ ∆
− \ ∆−Jλ. Hence it
follows from [NNS3, Lemma 3.6 (2)] that
w′1 = min(w◦WJλ,≤v′1) = min(w◦WJλ,≤siv′) = min(w◦WJλ ,≤v′) = w
′.
Therefore, by our induction hypothesis, we obtain w = w′.
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Case 2. Assume that w−1◦ αi ∈ ∆Jλ+µ, or equivalently, i
∗ ∈ Jλ+µ = Jλ ∩ Jµ. In this case,
it follows from [NNS3, Lemma 3.6 (3)] that w−1αi ∈ ∆
+, and w1 is identical to w or siw.
Similarly, since w−1◦ αi ∈ ∆Jλ+µ ⊂ ∆Jµ by the assumption, we have (v
′)−1αi ∈ ∆
+, and
v′1 is identical to v
′ or siv
′. Since (v′)−1αi ∈ ∆
+, and since w−1◦ αi ∈ ∆Jλ+µ ⊂ ∆Jλ by the
assumption, it follows from [NNS3, Lemma 3.6 (3)] that (w′)−1αi ∈ ∆
+. In addition, if
v′1 = siv
′, then it follows from [NNS3, Lemma 3.6 (3)] that w′1 is identical to w
′ or siw
′; if
v′1 = v
′, then w′1 = w
′. In both cases, w′1 is identical to w
′ or siw
′. Since w1 = w
′
1 by our
induction hypothesis, we deduce that w is identical to w′ or siw
′. Since w−1αi ∈ ∆
+ and
(w′)−1αi ∈ ∆
+ as seen above, we obtain w = w′, as desired. This proves the lemma.
Proof of Proposition 4.4. We give a proof only for part (1), since we can show part (2)
by taking the dual paths ψ∗ and (π ⊗ η)∗ = η∗ ⊗ π∗, and then by applying Lemma 3.5
and part (1) to them. First, we claim that there exists i1, . . . , in ∈ Iaf such that
fi1fi2 · · · fin−1finψ = (w◦tγ) · πω
for some γ ∈ Q∨ and ω ∈ Par(λ+ µ); for the definition of πω, see §4.1. Indeed, by [NS3,
Lemma 5.4.1], there exist j1, . . . , jm ∈ Iaf such that fj1fj2 · · · fjm−1fjmψ = tγ · πω for some
γ ∈ Q∨ and ω ∈ Par(λ + µ). We deduce from definition (4.3) that the action of w◦ ∈ W
on the (extremal) element tγ · πω is given only by the root operators fi, i ∈ I. Hence
we have verified the claim above (see also [NNS3, Lemma 3.11]). Here it follows from
Remark 3.4 that fikfik+1 · · · fin−1finψ ∈ B
∞
2
y(λ+µ) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n+1. Now we proceed
by induction on n. Assume first that n = 0, that is, ψ = (w◦tγ) · πω. We write Θ
−1(ω) as
Θ−1(ω) = (σ,χ, ξ) ∈ Par(λ, µ); see (4.6) and (4.7). By Lemma 4.2 (2),
π ⊗ η = Φλµ(ψ) = Φλµ((w◦tγ) · πω) = ((w◦tξ+γ) · πσ)⊗ ((w◦tγ) · πχ).
Write y as y = vtζ, with v ∈ W and ζ ∈ Q
∨. By Lemma 4.2 (1), Corollary 2.23, and
Remark 2.21, we deduce that
ι(ψ, y) = min(w◦WJλ+µ,≤v) · t[ι(ω)+γ]Jλ+µ+[ζ]Jλ+µ
;
for ι(ω) ∈ Q∨, see Remark 4.1. Similarly, we deduce that
ι(η, y) = min(w◦WJµ,≤v)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:v′
·t[ι(χ)+γ]Jµ+[ζ]Jµ ,
and then that
ι(π, ι(η, y)) = min(w◦WJλ,≤v′) · t[ξ+γ+ι(σ)]Jλ+[[ι(χ)+γ]Jµ+[ζ]Jµ ]Jλ
.
It follows from Lemma 4.7 that min(w◦WJλ+µ,≤v) = min(w◦WJλ,≤v′). Also, we see by
definitions (4.6) and (4.7) that
[ι(ω) + γ]Jλ+µ + [ζ ]Jλ+µ = [ξ + γ + ι(σ)]
Jλ + [[ι(χ) + γ]Jµ + [ζ ]Jµ]Jλ.
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From these, we obtain ι(ψ, y) = ι(π, ι(η, y)) in the case n = 0, as desired.
Assume now that n > 0; for simplicity of notation, we set ψ′ := finψ and i := in. Also,
write Φλµ(ψ
′) = fi(π⊗η) ∈ B
∞
2 (λ)⊗B
∞
2 (µ) as Φλµ(ψ
′) = π′⊗η′, with π′ ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) and η′ ∈
B
∞
2 (µ). By our induction hypothesis, we have ι(ψ′, y) = ι(π′, ι(η′, y)). If εi(ψ) = εi(π ⊗
η) ≥ 1, then it follows from Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, together with our induction hypothesis,
that ι(ψ, y) = ι(ψ′, y) = ι(π′, ι(η′, y)) = ι(π, ι(η, y)). Assume that εi(ψ) = εi(π ⊗ η) =
0. Then we see again by Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, together with our induction hypothesis,
that ι(ψ, y) is identical to ι(π, ι(η, y)) or siι(π, ι(η, y)), and that ι(ψ, y)
−1αi ∈ ∆
+ and
ι(π, ι(η, y))−1αi ∈ ∆
+; if ι(ψ, y) = siι(π, ι(η, y)), then either ι(ψ, y)
−1αi or ι(π, ι(η, y))
−1αi
is a negative root, which is a contradiction. Therefore, we obtain ι(ψ, y) = ι(π, ι(η, y)),
as desired. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.4.
Corollary 4.8 (cf. [NNS3, Lemma 3.12]). Let ψ ∈ B
∞
2 (λ + µ), and write Φλµ(ψ) ∈
B
∞
2 (λ)⊗ B
∞
2 (µ) as Φλµ(ψ) = π ⊗ η, with π ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) and η ∈ B
∞
2 (µ). Then,
ι(π) = ΠJλ(ι(ψ)) and κ(η) = ΠJµ(κ(ψ)). (4.20)
Proof. We first remark that Jλ+µ ⊂ Jλ and Jλ+µ ⊂ Jµ, which implies that Π
Jλ ◦ ΠJλ+µ =
ΠJλ and ΠJµ ◦ ΠJλ+µ = ΠJµ, respectively. We take y ∈ Waf such that ψ ∈ B
∞
2
y(λ + µ).
By the definitions, we have ΠJλ+µ(ι(ψ, y)) = ι(ψ) and ΠJλ(ι(π, ι(η, y))) = ι(π). Since
ι(ψ, y) = ι(π, ι(η, y)) by Proposition 4.4 (1), we see that
ΠJλ
(
ι(ψ)
)
= ΠJλ
(
ΠJλ+µ(ι(ψ, y))
)
= ΠJλ
(
ΠJλ+µ(ι(π, ι(η, y)))
)
= ΠJλ
(
ι(π, ι(η, y))
)
= ι(π),
as desired. Similarly, we can prove that κ(η) = ΠJµ(κ(ψ)). This proves the corollary.
5 Proof of Theorem 3.9: part 1.
5.1 Formula for graded characters. Let us take an arbitrary r ∈ I; note that
J̟r = I \ {r} (see (3.1)). It is easily checked that the map (W
J̟r )af →Waf̟r, x 7→ x̟r,
is bijective. The next lemma follows from [INS, Proposition 4.2.1] and [NS1, Lemma 2.1.5].
Lemma 5.1. If π ∈ B
∞
2 (̟r) satisfies κ(π) = Π
J̟r (tξ) for some ξ ∈ Q
∨, then π =
(ΠJ̟r (tξ) ; 0, 1).
Let us fix λ ∈ P+. Recall from (4.8) the following isomorphism of crystals:
Φλ̟r : B
∞
2 (λ+̟r)
∼
→ S
∞
2 (λ+̟r) (→֒ B
∞
2 (λ)⊗ B
∞
2 (̟r)).
Lemma 5.2. Let ξ ∈ Q∨, and set
B :=
{
ψ ∈ B
∞
2
tξ
(λ+̟r) | Π
J̟r (κ(ψ)) = ΠJ̟r (tξ)
}
. (5.1)
Then,
Φλ̟r(B) = B
∞
2
tξ
(λ)⊗
{
(ΠJ̟r (tξ) ; 0, 1)
}
. (5.2)
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Proof. First, we prove the inclusion ⊂ in (5.2). Let ψ ∈ B, and write Φλ̟r(ψ) as
Φλ̟r(ψ) = π ⊗ η, with π ∈ B
∞
2 (λ) and η ∈ B
∞
2 (̟r). Then we see from Corol-
lary 4.8 that κ(η) = ΠJ̟r (κ(ψ)) = ΠJ̟r (tξ). Hence it follows from Lemma 5.1 that
η = (ΠJ̟r (tξ) ; 0, 1). Also, since ψ ∈ B
∞
2
tξ
(λ + ̟r), we see from Theorem 4.3 (1) that
κ(π)  ΠJλ(ι(η, tξ)); it is obvious that ι(η, tξ) = tξ since η = (Π
J̟r (tξ) ; 0, 1) as shown
above. Hence we obtain π ∈ B
∞
2
tξ
(λ). Thus we have proved the inclusion ⊂.
Next, we prove the opposite inclusion ⊃ in (5.2). Let π ∈ B
∞
2
tξ
(λ), and set η =
(ΠJ̟r (tξ) ; 0, 1); recall that ι(η, tξ) = tξ. Therefore, by Theorem 4.3 (1), we have π ⊗ η ∈
S
∞
2
tξ
(λ + ̟r) = Φλ̟r(B
∞
2
tξ
(λ + ̟r)). Let ψ be the unique element of B
∞
2
tξ
(λ + ̟r) such
that π ⊗ η = Φλ̟r(ψ). Then, by Corollary 4.8, Π
J̟r (κ(ψ)) = κ(η) = ΠJ̟r (tξ), which
implies that ψ ∈ B, as desired. This proves the lemma.
Proposition 5.3. Let λ ∈ P+ and r ∈ I. For ξ ∈ Q∨, the following equality holds :
gchV −tξ (λ+̟r) = e
tξ̟r gch V −tξ (λ) + gchV
−
srtξ
(λ+̟r). (5.3)
Proof. Define B as in (5.1). By Lemma 5.2 and (3.20), it suffices to prove that
B
∞
2
tξ
(λ+̟r) = B ⊔ B
∞
2
srtξ
(λ+̟r). (5.4)
First, suppose, for a contradiction, that B ∩ B
∞
2
srtξ
(λ +̟r) 6= ∅. Let ψ ∈ B ∩ B
∞
2
srtξ
(λ +
̟r). Since ψ ∈ B
∞
2
srtξ
(λ + ̟r), we have κ(ψ)  Π
Jλ+̟r (srtξ). Since ψ ∈ B, we have
ΠJ̟r (κ(ψ)) = ΠJ̟r (tξ). Also, it is checked by Lemma 2.1, together with Jλ+̟r ⊂ J̟r ,
that ΠJ̟r (ΠJλ+̟r (srtξ)) = srΠ
J̟r (tξ). Therefore, by Lemma 2.9, we see that
ΠJ̟r (tξ) = Π
J̟r (κ(ψ))  ΠJ̟r (ΠJλ+̟r (srtξ)) = srΠ
J̟r (tξ).
However, since 〈ΠJ̟r (tξ)̟r, α
∨
r 〉 = 〈tξ̟r, α
∨
r 〉 = 1 > 0, it follows from Lemma 2.5 that
srΠ
J̟r (tξ) ≻ Π
J̟r (tξ), which is a contradiction. Thus we obtain B ∩ B
∞
2
srtξ
(λ+̟r) = ∅.
Next we prove the equality in (5.4). The inclusion ⊃ is obvious; note that srtξ ≻ tξ.
Let us prove the opposite inclusion ⊂. Let ψ ∈ B
∞
2
tξ
(λ +̟r), and assume that ψ /∈ B to
conclude that ψ ∈ B
∞
2
srtξ
(λ + ̟r). We write κ(ψ) ∈ (W
Jλ+̟r )af as κ(ψ) = wΠ
Jλ+̟r (tγ)
with w ∈ W Jλ+̟r and γ ∈ Q∨; note that [γ]Jλ+̟r ≥ [ξ]Jλ+̟r by Lemma 2.8 (1). It is
easily checked by Lemma 2.1 that ΠJ̟r (κ(ψ)) = ΠJ̟r (wΠJλ+̟r (tγ)) = ⌊w⌋
J̟rΠJ̟r (tγ);
since ψ /∈ B, it follows that ⌊w⌋J̟r 6= e or γ − ξ /∈ Q∨J̟r . If ⌊w⌋
J̟r 6= e, then a
reduced expression for w contains sr, which implies that w  sr (note that sr ∈ W
Jλ+̟r ).
Therefore, by Lemma 2.8 (3), κ(ψ) = wΠJλ+̟r (tγ)  srΠ
Jλ+̟r (tγ). Also, since [γ]
Jλ+̟r ≥
[ξ]Jλ+̟r as seen above, we have srΠ
Jλ+̟r (tγ)  srΠ
Jλ+̟r (tξ) by Lemma 2.8 (2); note that
srΠ
Jλ+̟r (tξ) = Π
Jλ+̟r (srtξ) by Lemma 2.1. Combining these inequalities, we obtain
κ(ψ)  ΠJλ+̟r (srtξ), and hence ψ ∈ B
∞
2
srtξ
(λ + ̟r). Assume now that γ − ξ /∈ Q
∨
J̟r
,
or equivalently, 〈̟r, γ − ξ〉 6= 0. Since [γ]
Jλ+̟r ≥ [ξ]Jλ+̟r as seen above, and since
r ∈ I \ Jλ+̟r , it follows that 〈̟r, γ− ξ〉 > 0, which implies that [γ]
Jλ+̟r ≥ [ξ+α∨r ]
Jλ+̟r .
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Therefore, by Lemma 2.8 (2), κ(ψ) = wΠJλ+̟r (tγ)  wΠ
Jλ+̟r (tξ+α∨r ). Also, since w 
e, it follows by Lemma 2.8 (3) that wΠJλ+̟r (tξ+α∨r )  Π
Jλ+̟r (tξ+α∨r ). Finally, notice
that srtξ ≺ tξ+α∨r since srtξ
−αr+δ−−−−→ tξ+α∨r in BG
∞
2 (Waf). It follows from Lemma 2.9
that ΠJλ+̟r (tξ+α∨r )  Π
Jλ+̟r (srtξ). Combining these inequalities, we obtain κ(ψ) 
ΠJλ+̟r (srtξ), and hence ψ ∈ B
∞
2
srtξ
(λ+̟r). This completes the proof of the proposition.
5.2 First step in the proof of Theorem 3.9. We prove (3.21) in the case that
µ = ̟r for r ∈ I, and x = tξ for ξ ∈ Q
∨. In this case, the right-hand side of (3.21) is
identical to ∑
y∈Waf
ytξ
∑
π∈B
∞
2 (̟r)
ι(π)ΠJ̟r (y), κ(π,y)=tξ
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (y)e−wt(π) gchV −y (λ). (5.5)
Let y ∈ Waf be such that y  tξ. If π ∈ B
∞
2 (̟r) satisfies κ(π, y) = tξ ∈ Waf , then we
see that κ(π) = ΠJ̟r (tξ). Hence it follows from Lemma 5.1 that π = (Π
J̟r (tξ) ; 0, 1).
Therefore, for y ∈ Waf such that y  tξ,{
π ∈ B
∞
2 (̟r) | ι(π)  Π
J̟r (y), κ(π, y) = tξ
}
=
{
(ΠJ̟r (tξ) ; 0, 1)
}︸ ︷︷ ︸
this equality holds iff maxLifty(Π
J̟r (tξ)) = tξ
or ∅. (5.6)
Lemma 5.4. Let y ∈ Waf be such that y  tξ, and write it as y = vtζ with v ∈ W and
ζ ∈ Q∨,+. Then,
maxLifty(Π
J̟r (tξ)) = tξ ⇐⇒ v ∈ {e, sr} and ζ − ξ ∈ Z≥0αr.
Proof. We write maxLifty(Π
J̟r (tξ)) as: maxLifty(Π
J̟r (tξ)) = wtγ with w ∈ W and
γ ∈ Q∨. We see from Proposition 2.26 that
w = max(eWJ̟r ,≤
∗
v), γ = [ξ]
J̟r + [ζ − wt(w ⇒ v)]J̟r .
We first prove the implication ⇒. Let us assume that w = e and γ = ξ. Because
v is greater than or equal to e in the (ordinary) Bruhat order on W , there exists a
shortest directed path from e to v in QBG(W ) whose directed edges are all Bruhat edges.
Therefore, we have wt(w ⇒ v) = wt(e ⇒ v) = 0. Hence we obtain ξ = [ξ]J̟r + [ζ ]J̟r ,
which implies that ζ− ξ ∈ Z≥0αr. Also, suppose, for a contradiction, that sj appears in a
reduced expression for v for some j ∈ J̟r = I \{r}. Then, v is greater than or equal to sj
in the Bruhat order on W , Therefore, there exists a shortest directed path from e to v in
QBG(W ) passing through sj (whose directed edges are all Bruhat edges); in particular,
ℓ(e⇒ v) > ℓ(sj ⇒ v). However, since max(eWJ̟r ,≤
∗
v) = e by our assumption, and since
sj ∈ eWJ̟r , it follows from the definition of ≤
∗
v that ℓ(sj ⇒ v) = ℓ(sj ⇒ e) + ℓ(e ⇒ v);
in particular, ℓ(sj ⇒ v) < ℓ(e ⇒ v), which is a contradiction. Hence we conclude that
v ∈ {e, sr}.
We next prove the implication ⇐. Assume that v = e. Then it is obvious that w = e,
and hence wt(w ⇒ v) = wt(e ⇒ e) = 0. Hence we obtain γ = [ξ]J̟r + [ζ ]J̟r . Since
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ζ − ξ ∈ Z≥0αr by the assumption, we deduce that γ = ξ. Assume now that v = sr. By
the definition of ≤∗v, we have ℓ(e⇒ sr) = ℓ(e⇒ w) + ℓ(w ⇒ sr). Since ℓ(e⇒ sr) = 1, we
see that ℓ(w ⇒ sr) = 0 or 1. Since w ∈ eWJ̟r and sr /∈ eWJ̟r , it follows that w 6= sr,
which implies that ℓ(w ⇒ sr) = 1. Therefore, we obtain ℓ(e ⇒ w) = 0, i.e., w = e, and
hence the same argument as above shows that γ = ξ. This proves the lemma.
By Lemma 5.4 and (5.6), we see that the right-hand side of (5.5) (and hence that of
(3.21)) is identical to:∑
m∈Z≥0
∑
v∈{e, sr}
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (vtξ+mα∨r
)
e−tξ̟r gchV −vtξ+mα∨r
(λ)
=
∑
m∈Z≥0
q−mλre−tξ̟r
(
gchV −tξ (λ)− gchV
−
srtξ
(λ)
)
by Proposition 3.8. (5.7)
By Proposition 5.3, we have gchV −tξ (λ)−gchV
−
srtξ
(λ) = etξ̟r gchV −tξ (λ−̟r). Substituting
this equality into (5.7), we deduce that the right-hand side of (5.7) is identical to:∑
m∈Z≥0
q−mλr gchV −tξ (λ−̟r) =
1
1− q−λr
gch V −tξ (λ−̟r).
This proves Theorem 3.9 in the case that µ = ̟r and x = tξ.
6 String property and Demazure operators.
6.1 Recursion formula for graded characters in terms of Demazure operators.
For each i ∈ Iaf , we define a C(q)-linear operator Di on C(q)[P ] by
Die
ν :=
eν−ρ − esi(ν−ρ)
1− eαi
eρ =
eν − eαiesiν
1− eαi
for ν ∈ P , where q = eδ;
note that D2i = Di, and that
Die
ν =

eν(1 + eαi + e2αi + · · ·+ e−〈ν, α
∨
i 〉αi) if 〈ν, α∨i 〉 ≤ 0,
0 if 〈ν, α∨i 〉 = 1,
−eν(e−αi + e−2αi + · · ·+ e(−〈ν, α
∨
i 〉+1)αi) if 〈ν, α∨i 〉 ≥ 2.
(6.1)
Also, we define a C(q)-linear operator Ti on C(q)[P ] by
Ti := Di − 1, that is, Tie
ν =
eαi(eν − esiν)
1− eαi
;
note that T2i = −Ti and TiDi = DiTi = 0. We can easily verify the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1 (Leibniz rule). For ν1, ν2 ∈ P and i ∈ Iaf , it holds that
Di(e
ν1eν2) = (Die
ν1+ρ)eν2−ρ + esiν1(Die
ν2), (6.2)
Ti(e
ν1eν2) = (Tie
ν1)eν2 + esiν1(Tie
ν2). (6.3)
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Now, we take an arbitrary µ ∈ P+, and define Jµ ⊂ I as in (3.1). Fix i ∈ Iaf . A subset
S ⊂ B
∞
2 (µ) is called an i-string if S is of the form S =
{
π, fiπ, . . . , f
ϕi(π)−1
i π, f
ϕi(π)
i π
}
for some π ∈ B
∞
2 (µ) such that eiπ = 0; in this case, we call πH = π
S
H := π and πL =
πSL := f
ϕi(π)
i π the i-highest element and the i-lowest element in S, respectively. Note that
πH = πL if and only if #S = 1.
Remark 6.2. The crystal B
∞
2 (µ) decomposes into a disjoint union of (infinitely many)
i-strings for each i ∈ Iaf .
The next lemma follows from the definition of the root operator fi (see also [NS3,
Lemma 2.4.5 and its proof]; cf. [L1, 5.3 Lemma]).
Lemma 6.3. Keep the notation and setting above. We set w := κ(πH) ∈ (W
Jµ)af and
N := ϕi(πH) ∈ Z≥0; note that f
N
i πH = πL.
(1) If N ≥ 1, then κ(fki πH) = w for all 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1.
(2) If 〈wµ, α∨i 〉 ≤ 0, then κ(f
k
i πH) = w for all 0 ≤ k ≤ N .
(3) If 〈wµ, α∨i 〉 > 0, then N ≥ 1, and κ(f
N
i πH) = siw ≻ w.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.3.
Corollary 6.4 (cf. [L1, 5.4 Lemma]). Let i ∈ Iaf and y ∈ Waf . For each i-string
S ⊂ B
∞
2 (µ), the intersection B
∞
2
y(µ) ∩ S is identical to ∅, S, or {π
S
L}.
A proof of the next lemma is straight forward.
Lemma 6.5. Let i ∈ Iaf , and let S ⊂ B
∞
2 (µ) be an i-string, with πH = π
S
H and πL = π
S
L
the i-highest element and the i-lowest element in S, respectively. Then,
Di
(∑
π∈S
ewt(π)
)
=
∑
π∈S
ewt(π), Ti
(∑
π∈S
ewt(π)
)
= 0, (6.4)
Die
wt(πL) =
∑
π∈S
ewt(π), Tie
wt(πL) =
∑
π∈S\{πL}
ewt(π), (6.5)
Die
wt(πH) = −
∑
π∈S\{πH,πL}
ewt(π), Tie
wt(πH) = −
∑
π∈S\{πL}
ewt(π). (6.6)
Let y ∈ Waf and i ∈ Iaf be such that siy ≺ y, or equivalently, y
−1αi ∈ ∆
− + Zδ (see
Lemma 2.5); note that 〈yµ, α∨i 〉 ≤ 0, and that 〈yµ, α
∨
i 〉 = 0 if and only if Π
Jµ(siy) =
ΠJµ(y). It follows from [NS3, Proposition 5.3.2] that the set B
∞
2
siy
(µ)∪{0} is stable under
the action of the root operator ei, and that
B
∞
2
siy
(µ) =
{
eki π | π ∈ B
∞
2
y(µ), 0 ≤ k ≤ εi(π)
}
. (6.7)
Using Corollary 6.4 and (6.7), (6.5), together with Remark 6.2, we can easily show the
following proposition (see also [L1, Sect. 5.5] and [Kas2, Proposition 9.2.3]).
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Proposition 6.6. Let y ∈ Waf and i ∈ Iaf be such that siy ≺ y. Then,
gchV −siy(µ) = Di gchV
−
y (µ). (6.8)
Remark 6.7. Since D2i = Di, we deduce that for y ∈ Waf such that siy ≻ y,
Di gchV
−
y (µ) = gchV
−
y (µ). (6.9)
Also, by (6.8) and (6.9), we have
Ti gchV
−
y (µ) =
gchV
−
siy
(µ)− gchV −y (µ) if siy ≺ y,
0 if siy ≻ y.
(6.10)
6.2 String property for Demazure-like subsets of B
∞
2 (µ). We take an arbitrary
µ ∈ P+, and define Jµ ⊂ I as in (3.1). For u, v ∈ Waf , we set
B
∞
2
ι(•,v)=u
κ(•)ΠJµ (v)
(µ) :=
{
π ∈ B
∞
2 (µ) | κ(π)  ΠJµ(v), ι(π, v) = u
}
. (6.11)
Fix i ∈ Iaf . For an i-string S ⊂ B
∞
2 (µ), we set
Su,v := B
∞
2
ι(•,v)=u
κ(•)ΠJµ (v)
(µ) ∩ S. (6.12)
Proposition 6.8. Keep the notation and setting above. In addition, assume that siu ≻ u
and siv ≻ v. Then we have the following table :
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
#S ≥ 2 ≥ 1 ≥ 1
(i) Su,v S {πH} ∅
(ii) Ssiu,v ∅ S \ {πH} ∅
(iii) Su,siv {πL} S ∅ {πH} ∅
(iv) Ssiu,siv ∅ ∅ {πL} S \ {πH} ∅
Case 1.1 Case 1.2 Case 2.1 Case 2.2 Case 3
(6.13)
Proof. We set w := κ(πH) and N := ϕi(πH) = εi(πL) ≥ 0. Since siv ≻ v by the
assumption, we see by Corollary 6.4 and (6.7) that
B
∞
2
v(µ) ∩ S = S or ∅. (6.14)
Also, we see by (6.7) that B
∞
2
v(µ) ⊃ B
∞
2
siv
(µ). Therefore,
B
∞
2
v(µ) ∩ S = ∅ ⇒ B
∞
2
siv
(µ) ∩ S = ∅. (6.15)
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Assume that B
∞
2
v(µ) ∩ S = S. If 〈wµ, α
∨
i 〉 ≤ 0 (resp., if 〈wµ, α
∨
i 〉 > 0 and w  Π
Jµ(siv)),
then we deduce from Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 2.7 (1) (resp., from Lemma 6.3) that
B
∞
2
siv
(µ) ∩ S = S, that is,
〈wµ, α∨i 〉 ≤ 0, or
〈wµ, α∨i 〉 > 0 and w  Π
Jµ(siv)
}
⇒ B
∞
2
siv
(µ) ∩ S = S. (6.16)
Also, it follows from Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 2.7 (3) that
〈wµ, α∨i 〉 > 0 and w 6 Π
Jµ(siv) ⇒ B
∞
2
siv
(µ) ∩ S =
{
πL
}
. (6.17)
Claim 6.8.1. Let y ∈ Waf be such that B
∞
2
y(µ) ∩ S = S.
(1) If y−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ, then ι(πH, y)
−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ.
(2) If N ≥ 1, then ι(πH, y)
−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ and ι(fiπH, y) ∈
{
ι(πH, y), siι(πH, y)
}
.
(3) If N ≥ 2, then
ι(fiπH, y) = ι(f
2
i πH, y) = · · · = ι(f
N−1
i πH, y) = ι(f
N
i πH︸ ︷︷ ︸
=πL
, y). (6.18)
Proof of Claim 6.8.1. Since εi(πH) = 0, part (2) follows from Lemma 4.5, applied to
the case that ν = µ and ψ = πH. Also, part (3) follows from Lemma 4.5, applied to
the case that ν = µ and ψ = fki πH for each 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1; note that εi(f
k
i πH) ≥ 1
if k ≥ 1. Hence it remains to show part (1) in the case that N = 0. Let Λ ∈ P+
be an arbitrary regular and dominant weight, that is, 〈Λ, α∨i 〉 > 0 for all i ∈ I, or
equivalently, JΛ = ∅. We set η := (y ; 0, 1) ∈ B
∞
2 (Λ); we see that ι(η, y) = y, and hence
πH ⊗ η ∈ S
∞
2
y(µ+ Λ) ⊂ B
∞
2 (µ)⊗ B
∞
2 (Λ) by Theorem 4.3 (1). Since y−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ by
the assumption, we see that εi(πH ⊗ η) = 0 and ϕi(πH ⊗ η) ≥ 1 by the tensor product
rule for crystals. Set ψ := Φ−1µΛ(πH ⊗ η) ∈ B
∞
2
y(µ + Λ). Since εi(ψ) = 0 and ϕi(ψ) ≥ 1,
it follows from Lemma 4.5 that ι(ψ, y)−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ. By Proposition 4.4 and the fact
that ι(η, y) = y seen above, we deduce that ι(ψ, y) = ι(πH, ι(η, y)) = ι(πH, y). Hence we
obtain ι(πH, y)
−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ, as desired.
Claim 6.8.2. Assume that B
∞
2
v(µ)∩S = S; note that πL ∈ B
∞
2
siv
(µ) by (6.16) and (6.17).
If N ≥ 1, then ι(πL, siv) = ι(πL, v), and hence
if N ≥ 2; see (6.18)︷ ︸︸ ︷
ι(fiπH, v) = ι(f
2
i πH, v) = · · · = ι(f
N−1
i πH, v) = ι(
=πL︷ ︸︸ ︷
fNi πH, v)
=
ι(fiπH, siv) = ι(f
2
i πH, siv) = · · · = ι(f
N−1
i πH, siv)︸ ︷︷ ︸
if N ≥ 2 and B
∞
2
siv
(µ) ∩ S = S; see (6.16) and (6.18)
= ι(fNi πH︸ ︷︷ ︸
=πL
, siv).
(6.19)
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Proof of Claim 6.8.2. Take an arbitrary regular and dominant weight Λ ∈ P+; note that
〈vΛ, α∨i 〉 > 0 since siv ≻ v by the assumption. Set πv := (v ; 0, 1) ∈ B
∞
2 (Λ). Since
siv ≻ v, we see by Theorem 4.3 (1) that πL ⊗ πv ∈ S
∞
2
v(µ+Λ) ⊂ B
∞
2 (µ)⊗ B
∞
2 (Λ); we set
ψ := Φ−1µΛ(πL ⊗ πv) ∈ B
∞
2
v(µ + Λ). Recall that N = εi(πL) ≥ 1 by the assumption, which
implies that εi(ψ) = εi(πL⊗πv) ≥ 1 by the tensor product rule for crystals. Also, we have
ϕi(πv) = 〈vΛ, α
∨
i 〉 > 0, which implies that ϕi(ψ) ≥ 1, and hence fiψ 6= 0. Therefore, by
Lemma 4.5, we have
ι(ψ, v) = ι(fiψ, v). (6.20)
Here it follows from Proposition 4.4 (1) that ι(ψ, v) = ι(πL, ι(πv, v)); it is easily checked
that ι(πv, v) = v. Hence we obtain
ι(ψ, v) = ι(πL, v). (6.21)
Observe that ΦµΛ(fiψ) = fi(πL⊗πv) = πL⊗(fiπv) by the tensor product rule for crystals,
where fiπv = (siv, v ; 0, a, 1) for some 0 < a < 1. It follows from Proposition 4.4 (1) that
ι(fiψ, v) = ι(πL, ι(fiπv, v)); it is easily checked that ι(fiπv, v) = siv. Hence we obtain
ι(fiψ, v) = ι(πL, siv). (6.22)
From (6.20), (6.21), and (6.22), we conclude that ι(πL, v) = ι(πL, siv), as desired.
Claim 6.8.3. Assume that B
∞
2
v(µ) ∩ S = S. If N = 0, then ι(πL, siv) is identical to
ι(πL, v) or siι(πL, v).
Proof of Claim 6.8.3. The proof is similar to that of Claim 6.8.2; instead of (6.20), we
can show by Lemma 4.5 that
ι(fiψ, v) ∈
{
ι(ψ, v), siι(ψ, v)
}
. (6.23)
Also, equations (6.21) and (6.22) hold also in this case. Substituting (6.21) and (6.22)
into (6.23), we obtain ι(πL, siv) ∈
{
ι(πL, v), siι(πL, v)
}
, as desired.
In order to show that Su,v = S,
{
πH
}
, or ∅, let us assume that Su,v 6= ∅; by (6.14),
we have B
∞
2
v(µ) ∩ S = S. If #S = 1 (or equivalently, N = 0), then it is obvious that
Su,v = S =
{
πH
}
. Assume now that #S ≥ 2 (or equivalently, N ≥ 1). Since siu ≻ u by
the assumption, we see from Claim 6.8.1 that either (6.24) or (6.25) below holds:
ι(πH, v) = ι(fiπH, v) = · · · = ι(f
N
i πH, v)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=u
; (6.24)
ι(πH, v)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=u
≺ ι(fiπH, v) = · · · = ι(f
N
i πH, v)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=siu
. (6.25)
If (6.24) (resp., (6.25)) holds, then Su,v = S (resp., Su,v =
{
πH
}
). Thus we have proved
that Su,v = S,
{
πH
}
, or ∅, as desired. Hence we have the following possibilities (Cases 1,
2a, 2b, and 3).
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Case 1. Assume that #S ≥ 2 and Su,v = S. Since (6.24) holds in this case, it is obvious
that Ssiu,v = ∅. Recall that w = κ(πH).
Subcase 1.1. Assume that 〈wµ, α∨i 〉 > 0 and w 6 Π
Jµ(siv). It follows from (6.17)
that B
∞
2
siv
(µ) ∩ S =
{
πL
}
. By Claim 6.8.2 and (6.24), we have ι(πL, siv) = u. Hence we
conclude that Su,siv =
{
πL
}
and Ssiu,siv = ∅.
Subcase 1.2. Assume that 〈wµ, α∨i 〉 ≤ 0, or that 〈wµ, α
∨
i 〉 > 0 and w  Π
Jµ(siv). It
follows from (6.16) that B
∞
2
siv
(µ) ∩ S = S. By Claim 6.8.1 (2), (6.19), (6.24), and the
assumption siu ≻ u, we deduce that
ι(πH, siv) = ι(fiπH, siv) = · · · = ι(f
N
i πH, siv)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=u
. (6.26)
Therefore, we conclude that Su,siv = S and Ssiu,siv = ∅.
Case 2a. Assume that #S ≥ 2 and Su,v =
{
πH
}
. Since (6.25) holds in this case, it is
obvious that Ssiu,v = S \
{
πH
}
.
Subcase 2a.1. Assume that 〈wµ, α∨i 〉 > 0 and w 6 Π
Jµ(siv). It follows from (6.17)
that B
∞
2
siv
(µ)∩ S =
{
πL
}
. By Claim 6.8.2 and (6.25), we have ι(πL, siv) = siu. Hence we
conclude that Su,siv = ∅ and Ssiu,siv =
{
πL
}
.
Subcase 2a.2. Assume that 〈wµ, α∨i 〉 ≤ 0, or that 〈wµ, α
∨
i 〉 > 0 and w  Π
Jµ(siv).
It follows from (6.16) that B
∞
2
siv
(µ) ∩ S = S. By Claim 6.8.1 (2), (6.19), (6.25), and the
assumption siu ≻ u, we deduce that
ι(πH, siv)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=u
≺ ι(fiπH, siv) = · · · = ι(f
N
i πH, siv)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=siu
. (6.27)
Therefore, we conclude that Su,siv =
{
πH
}
and Ssiu,siv = S \
{
πH
}
.
Case 2b. Assume that #S = 1 (or equivalently, N = 0; in this case, S =
{
πH
}
=
{
πL
}
)
and Su,v =
{
πH
}
= S. It is obvious that Ssiu,v = ∅ = S \
{
πH
}
.
Since S =
{
πH
}
=
{
πL
}
, we have B
∞
2
siv
(µ) ∩ S = S by (6.16) and (6.17). Also, it
follows from Claim 6.8.3 that ι(πL, siv) is identical to ι(πL, v) or siι(πL, v); in this case,
πL = πH and ι(πH, v) = u. Therefore, ι(πH, siv) ∈
{
u, siu
}
.
Subcase 2b.1. If ι(πH, siv) = siu, then Su,siv = ∅ and Ssiu,siv =
{
πH
}
=
{
πL
}
.
Subcase 2b.2. If ι(πH, siv) = u, then Su,siv =
{
πH
}
and Ssiu,siv = ∅ = S \
{
πH
}
.
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Case 3. Assume that Su,v = ∅; we show that Ssiu,v = Su,siv = Ssiu,siv = ∅. By (6.14) and
(6.15), we may (and do) assume that B
∞
2
v(µ) ∩ S = S. We set z := ι(πH, v); remark that
z 6= u since Su,v = ∅. We see from Claim 6.8.1 that z
−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ, and ι(fki πH, v) ∈{
z, siz
}
for all 0 ≤ k ≤ N . Therefore, if at least one of Ssiu,v, Su,siv, and Ssiu,siv is
nonempty, then z is identical to u or siu. Since z
−1αi ∈ ∆
+ + Zδ, and siu ≻ u by the
assumption, we must have z = u, which is a contradiction.
This completes the proof of Proposition 6.8.
7 Proof of Theorem 3.9: part 2.
7.1 Recursion formula for the right-hand side of (3.21). Let us take an arbitrary
µ ∈ P+. Recall from (3.10) and (3.11) the definition and some properties of the dual path
π∗ ∈ B
∞
2 (−w◦µ) for π ∈ B
∞
2 (µ). We deduce by Lemmas 2.10 and 3.5 that for x, y ∈ Waf
such that y  x,∑
π∈B
∞
2 (µ)
ι(π)ΠJµ (y), κ(π,y)=x
e−wt(π) =
∑
η∈B
∞
2 (−w◦µ)
κ(η)ΠJ−w◦µ (yw◦), ι(η,yw◦)=xw◦
ewt(η) =: aµ(x, y). (7.1)
The next lemma follows from Proposition 6.8 (applied to the case that u = xw◦ and
v = yw◦) and Lemma 6.5, together with Remark 6.2.
Lemma 7.1. Let x, y ∈ Waf be such that y  x, and six ≺ x, siy ≺ y. We have
aµ(six, y) = −siTiaµ(x, y), (7.2)
aµ(six, siy) = −siTiaµ(x, siy) + si
(
aµ(x, y)− aµ(x, siy)
)
, (7.3)
siaµ(six, y) + siaµ(x, y) = aµ(six, y) + aµ(x, y), (7.4)
siaµ(six, siy) + siaµ(x, y) = aµ(six, siy) + aµ(x, y), (7.5)
siaµ(six, y)− siaµ(six, siy) = aµ(six, y)− aµ(six, siy). (7.6)
For simplicity of notation, we set
(Waf)x :=
{
y ∈ Waf | y  x
}
for x ∈ Waf ,
vλ(x, y) := (−1)
ℓ
∞
2 (y)−ℓ
∞
2 (x) gchV −y (λ) for λ ∈ P
+ and x, y ∈ Waf .
Also, for λ, µ ∈ P+ such that λ − µ ∈ P+, we denote by F(x) = Fλµ(x) the right-hand
side of (3.21); we see that
F(x) =
∑
y∈(Waf )x
aµ(x, y)vλ(x, y). (7.7)
Proposition 7.2 (cf. (6.9) and (6.10)). Let λ, µ ∈ P+ be such that λ − µ ∈ P+. For
x ∈ Waf and i ∈ Iaf such that six ≺ x, it holds that TiFλµ(x) = Fλµ(six) − Fλµ(x), and
hence Fλµ(six) = DiFλµ(x).
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Proof. We set
(Waf)
+
x :=
{
y ∈ (Waf)x | siy ≻ y
}
, (Waf)
−
x :=
{
y ∈ (Waf)x | siy ≺ y
}
;
we have
F(x) = F+(x) + F−(x), where F±(x) :=
∑
y∈(Waf )
±
x
aµ(x, y)vλ(x, y).
We compute as follows:
TiF
+(x)
(6.3)
=
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
x
(Tiaµ(x, y))vλ(x, y) +
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
x
(siaµ(x, y))(Tivλ(x, y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 by (6.10)
)
(7.3)
=
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
x
(aµ(x, siy)− aµ(x, y)− siaµ(six, y))vλ(x, y)
= −
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
x
aµ(x, y)vλ(x, y) +
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
x
(aµ(x, siy)− siaµ(six, y))vλ(x, y),
and
TiF
−(x)
(6.3)
=
∑
y∈(Waf )
−
x
(Tiaµ(x, y))vλ(x, y) +
∑
y∈(Waf )
−
x
(siaµ(x, y))(Tivλ(x, y))
=
∑
y∈(Waf )
−
x
(−siaµ(six, y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
by (7.2)
)vλ(x, y)−
∑
y∈(Waf )
−
x
(siaµ(x, y))(vλ(x, siy) + vλ(x, y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
by (6.10)
)
= −
∑
y∈(Waf )
−
x
(siaµ(six, y) + siaµ(x, y))vλ(x, y)−
∑
y∈(Waf )
−
x
(siaµ(x, y))vλ(x, siy)
= −
∑
y∈(Waf )
−
x
(aµ(six, y) + aµ(x, y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
by (7.4)
)vλ(x, y)−
∑
y∈(Waf )
−
x
(siaµ(x, y))vλ(x, siy)
= −
∑
y∈(Waf )
−
x
aµ(six, y)vλ(x, y)−
∑
y∈(Waf )
−
x
aµ(x, y)vλ(x, y)
−
∑
y∈(Waf )
−
x
(siaµ(x, y))vλ(x, siy).
Therefore, we obtain
TiF(x) = TiF
+(x) + TiF
−(x)
= −F(x) +
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
x
(aµ(x, siy)− siaµ(six, y))vλ(x, y)
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−
∑
y∈(Waf )
−
x
aµ(six, y)vλ(x, y)−
∑
y∈(Waf )
−
x
(siaµ(x, y))vλ(x, siy). (7.8)
Since six ≺ x by the assumption, we deduce by Lemma 2.7 (1) that (Waf)
−
six
= (Waf)
−
x.
Hence it follows that
−
∑
y∈(Waf )
−
x
aµ(six, y)vλ(x, y) =
∑
y∈(Waf )
−
six
aµ(six, y)vλ(six, y).
Also, we see by Lemma 2.7 (3) that y ∈ (Waf)
−
x if and only if siy ∈ (Waf)
+
six
. Hence we
deduce that ∑
y∈(Waf )
−
x
(siaµ(x, y))vλ(x, siy) =
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
six
(siaµ(x, siy))vλ(x, y).
Therefore, the right-hand side of (7.8) plus F(x) is identical to∑
y∈(Waf )
−
six
aµ(six, y)vλ(six, y)
+
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
x
(aµ(x, siy)− siaµ(six, y))vλ(x, y)−
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
six
(siaµ(x, siy))vλ(x, y)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:G(x)
.
(7.9)
Because (Waf)
+
x ⊂ (Waf)
+
six
by the assumption that six ≺ x, we see that
G(x) =
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
x
(
= −aµ(six, y) by (7.5)︷ ︸︸ ︷
aµ(x, siy)− siaµ(six, y)− siaµ(x, siy))vλ(x, y)
−
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
six
y 6x
(siaµ(x, siy))vλ(x, y). (7.10)
Here we claim that for y ∈ (Waf)
+
six
such that y 6 x,
siaµ(x, siy) = aµ(six, y). (7.11)
In order to show this equality, it suffices to prove the following claim.
Claim 7.2.1. Let y ∈ (Waf)
+
six
be such that y 6 x. Let S ⊂ B
∞
2 (−w◦µ) be an i-string
such that
Sxw◦,siyw◦ := S ∩ B
∞
2
ι(•,siyw◦)=xw◦
κ(•)ΠJ−w◦µ(siyw◦)
(−w◦µ) 6= ∅.
Then we have
Sxw◦,siyw◦ =
{
πSH
}
and Ssixw◦,yw◦ =
{
πSL
}
. (7.12)
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Proof of Claim 7.2.1. Suppose, for a contradiction, that Sxw◦,yw◦ 6= ∅. If π ∈ Sxw◦,yw◦ ,
then xw◦ = ι(π, yw◦)  yw◦, and hence y  x by Lemma 2.10. However, this contradicts
the assumption that y 6 x. Hence we have Sxw◦,yw◦ = ∅. Since sixw◦ ≻ xw◦ and
yw◦ ≻ siyw◦ by the assumption, the set Sxw◦,yw◦ is determined by row (iii) in table (6.13).
Since Sxw◦,yw◦ = ∅ as seen above, we obtain (7.12) by rows (i) and (iv) in table (6.13).
This proves the claim (and hence (7.11)).
Substituting (7.11) into (7.10), we see that
G(x) = −
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
x
aµ(six, y)vλ(x, y)−
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
six
y 6x
aµ(six, y)vλ(x, y)
=
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
x
aµ(six, y)vλ(six, y) +
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
six
y 6x
aµ(six, y)vλ(six, y)
=
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
six
aµ(six, y)vλ(six, y).
Hence the right-hand side of (7.8) plus F(x) (see (7.9)) is identical to∑
y∈(Waf )
−
six
aµ(six, y)vλ(six, y) +
∑
y∈(Waf )
+
six
aµ(six, y)vλ(six, y) = F(six).
Substituting this equality into (7.8), we conclude that TiF(x) = F(six)−F(x), as desired.
This completes the proof of Proposition 7.2.
7.2 Second step in the proof of Theorem 3.9. We prove (3.21) in the case that
µ = ̟r for r ∈ I (and x ∈ Waf is general). Let λ =
∑
i∈I λi̟i ∈ P
+ be such that
λ − ̟r ∈ P
+, and let x ∈ Waf . We deduce from [AK, Lemma 1.4] (see also [NS3, (1a)
and (2a) in the proof of Lemma 5.4.1]) that there exist i1, . . . , in ∈ Iaf and ξ ∈ Q
∨ such
that
x = sinsin−1 · · · si2si1tξ ≺ sin−1 · · · si2si1tξ ≺ · · · · · · ≺ si2si1tξ ≺ si1tξ ≺ tξ.
By Propositions 6.6 and 7.2, we see that
gchV −x (λ−̟r) = DinDin−1 · · ·Di2Di1 gchV
−
tξ
(λ−̟r),
Fλ̟r(x) = DinDin−1 · · ·Di2Di1Fλ̟r(tξ),
respectively. Also, in §5.2, we proved that
1
1− q−λr
gchV −tξ (λ−̟r) = Fλ̟r(tξ).
From these equalities, we obtain
1
1− q−λr
gchV −x (λ−̟r) = Fλ̟r(x),
as desired.
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8 Proof of Theorem 3.9: part 3.
8.1 Final step in the proof of Theorem 3.9. Keep the notation and setting of
Theorem 3.9. We prove (3.21) by induction on |µ| :=
∑
i∈I µi ∈ Z≥0. If |µ| = 1, that is,
if µ = ̟r for some r ∈ I, then we proved (3.21) in §7.2. Assume now that |µ| > 1, and
take r ∈ I such that µr ≥ 1. We set ν := µ−̟r ∈ P+. We compute as follows:∏
i∈I
λi∏
k=λi−µi+1
1
1− q−k
gchV −x (λ− µ) =
∏
i∈I
λi∏
k=λi−µi+1
1
1− q−k
gchV −x (λ−̟r − ν)
=
1
1− q−λr
∑
y∈Waf
yx
∑
π∈B
∞
2 (ν)
ι(π)ΠJν (y), κ(π,y)=x
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (y)−ℓ
∞
2 (x)e−wt(π) gchV −y (λ−̟r)
by our induction hypothesis
=
∑
y∈Waf
yx
∑
π∈B
∞
2 (ν)
ι(π)ΠJν (y), κ(π,y)=x
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (y)−ℓ
∞
2 (x)e−wt(π)×
∑
z∈Waf
zy
∑
η∈B
∞
2 (̟r)
ι(η)ΠJ̟r (z), κ(η,z)=y
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (z)−ℓ
∞
2 (y)e−wt(η) gchV −z (λ)
by the formula shown in §7.2
=
∑
z,y∈Waf
zyx
∑
η∈B
∞
2 (̟r)
ι(η)ΠJ̟r (z), κ(η,z)=y
∑
π∈B
∞
2 (ν)
ι(π)ΠJν (y), κ(π,y)=x
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (z)−ℓ
∞
2 (x)e−(wt(π)+wt(η)) gch V −z (λ)
=: H(x).
We see by Theorem 4.3 (2) that for each z ∈ Waf with z  x, the set⊔
zyx
({
η ∈ B
∞
2 (̟r) | ι(η)  Π
J̟r (z), κ(η, z) = y
}
×{
π ∈ B
∞
2 (ν) | ι(π)  ΠJν(y), κ(π, y) = x
})
is in bijection with the set
{
η ⊗ π ∈ S
∞
2
z(̟r + ν) | κ(π, κ(η, z)) = x
}
by the map
(η, π) 7→ η ⊗ π. Hence we have
H(x) =
∑
z∈Waf
zx
∑
η⊗π∈S
∞
2
z (̟r+ν)
κ(π,κ(η,z))=x
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (z)−ℓ
∞
2 (x)e−(wt(π)+wt(η)) gchV −z (λ).
Moreover, it follows from Proposition 4.4 (2) that the set
{
η ⊗ π ∈ S
∞
2
z(̟r + ν) |
κ(π, κ(η, z)) = x
}
is in bijection with the set
{
ψ ∈ B
∞
2
z(̟r + ν) | κ(ψ, z) = x
}
by
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the map Φ̟rν : B
∞
2 (µ) = B
∞
2 (̟r + ν)
∼
→ S
∞
2 (̟r + ν) →֒ B
∞
2 (̟r) ⊗ B
∞
2 (ν). Therefore,
we conclude that
H(x) =
∑
z∈Waf
zx
∑
ψ∈B
∞
2 (µ)
ι(ψ)ΠJµ (z), κ(ψ,z)=x
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (z)−ℓ
∞
2 (x)e−wt(ψ) gch V −z (λ).
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.9.
8.2 Proof of Corollary 3.15. We take and fix x ∈ W . Let X be the subset of
B
∞
2 (µ) × Waf consisting of those elements (π, y) satisfying the conditions that ι(π) 
ΠJµ(y) and κ(π, y) = x; note that y  κ(π, y) = x if (π, y) ∈ X. Then the right-hand side
of (3.21) can be rewritten as:∑
(π,y)∈X
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (y)−ℓ
∞
2 (x)e−wt(π) gchV −y (λ). (8.1)
Also, let Y be the subset of QLS(µ) ×W consisting of those elements (η, v) satisfying
the condition that κ(η, v) = x. We define the map cl : B
∞
2 (µ)×Waf ։ QLS(µ)×W by
cl(π, y) := (cl(π), cl(y)) for (π, y) ∈ B
∞
2 (µ) ×Waf (for the map cl : Waf ։ W , see §3.4).
We claim that cl(X) = Y.
Let (η, v) ∈ QLS(µ)×W , and let (π, y) ∈ B
∞
2 (µ)×Waf . Write π ∈ B
∞
2 (µ) as:π = (x1, . . . , xs ; a0, a1, . . . , as), withxu = wuΠJµ(tξu) for wu ∈ W Jµ and ξu ∈ Q∨, 1 ≤ u ≤ s. (8.2)
Assume that cl(π, y) = (η, v). If we take 1 ≤ u1 < · · · < ur = s in such a way that
w1 = · · · = wu1 6= wu1+1 = · · · = wu2 6= wu2+1 = · · ·
· · · 6= wur−1+1 = · · · = wur (= ws),
then η ∈ QLS(µ) is of the form η = (wu1 , . . . , wur ; a0, au1, . . . , aur). Since cl(y) = v, we
see that y ∈ Waf is of the form y = vtζ for some ζ ∈ Q
∨. If ι(π)  ΠJµ(y), then we deduce
by Proposition 2.26 that
κ(π, y) = κ(η, v) · t[ξs]Jµ+[ζ−ζ(η,v)]Jµ . (8.3)
Moreover, if κ(π, y) = x ∈ W , or if (π, y) ∈ X, then we see by (8.3) that κ(η, v) = x since
κ(η, v) ∈ W . Thus we obtain (η, v) ∈ Y, which implies that cl(X) ⊂ Y.
By exactly the same argument as for Lemma 3.12 (that is, as for [NS3, Lemma 6.2.3];
see also [LNS33, Lemma 2.3.2]), we can show that for each η ∈ QLS(µ) and χ ∈ Par(µ),
there exists a unique element πχ,η ∈ B
∞
2
χ (µ) such that cl(πχ,η) = η and κ(πχ,η) = κ(η) ∈
W Jµ; for the definitions of Par(µ) and B
∞
2
χ (µ), see §4.1. Notice that if χ = (∅)i∈I ,
then πχ,η is identical to πη in Lemma 3.12. We deduce by [INS, Lemma 7.1.4] that if
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ι(πη) = wΠ
Jµ(tξ) for some w ∈ W
Jµ and ξ ∈ Q∨, then ι(πχ,η) = wΠ
Jµ(tξ+ι(χ)) (for ι(χ),
see Remark 4.1). Also, observe that wt(πχ,η) = wt(πη)− |χ|δ.
Fix (η, v) ∈ Y. We claim that for (π, y) ∈ B
∞
2 (µ)×Waf ,
cl(π, y) = (η, v) and (π, y) ∈ X ⇐⇒{
π = πχ,η for some χ ∈ Par(µ),
y = vtζ(η,v)+γ for some γ ∈ Q
∨
I\Jµ
such that γ ≥ ι(χ);
(8.4)
notice that the opposite inclusion cl(X) ⊃ Y follows from this claim. First, we show the
implication ⇒. Write π ∈ B
∞
2 (µ) in the form (8.2). If we write y ∈ Waf as y = vtζ with
ζ ∈ Q∨ (recall that cl(y) = v), then we see by (8.3) that
x = κ(π, y) = κ(η, v) · t[ξs]Jµ+[ζ−ζ(η,v)]Jµ = x · t[ξs]Jµ+[ζ−ζ(η,v)]Jµ ; (8.5)
recall that (π, y) ∈ X and (η, v) ∈ Y. Therefore, we deduce that [ξs]
Jµ+[ζ−ζ(η, v)]Jµ = 0,
and hence [ξs]
Jµ = 0 and [ζ−ζ(η, v)]Jµ = 0. By the equality [ξs]
Jµ = 0 and Lemma 2.1 (3),
we have κ(π) = xs = wsΠ
Jµ(tξs) = ws ∈ W
Jµ. Since cl(π) = η by our assumption, we see
by the definition that π = πχ,η if π ∈ B
∞
2
χ (µ) for χ ∈ Par(µ) (see the previous paragraph).
Since ι(πη) = w1Π
Jµ(tζ(η,v)−wt(ŵ1⇒v)) by Remark 3.14, it follows that
ι(π) = ι(πχ,η) = w1Π
Jµ(tζ(η,v)−wt(ŵ1⇒v)+ι(χ)). (8.6)
Since (π, y) ∈ X, we have ΠJµ(y) = ΠJµ(vtζ)  ι(π). Hence it follows from Lemmas 2.18
and 2.17 (recall that ŵ1 ∈ w1WJµ) that
[ζ ]Jµ ≥ [ζ(η, v)− wt(ŵ1 ⇒ v) + ι(χ) + wt(w1 ⇒ v)]
Jµ = [ζ(η, v) + ι(χ)]Jµ ;
recall that ι(χ) ∈ Q∨I\Jµ . Combining this inequality with the equality [ζ − ζ(η, v)]Jµ = 0
shown above, we obtain ζ = ζ(η, v) + γ for some γ ∈ Q∨I\Jµ such that γ ≥ ι(χ).
Thus we have proved the implication ⇒. Next, we show the implication ⇐. It is
obvious that cl(π) = cl(πχ,η) = η and cl(y) = v. Also, we have ι(π) = ι(πχ,η) =
w1Π
Jµ(tζ(η,v)−wt(ŵ1⇒v)+ι(χ)) as shown in (8.6), where w1 = ι(η) and ŵ1 = max(w1WJµ ,≤
∗
v).
Because
[ζ(η, v) + γ]Jµ ≥ [ζ(η, v) + ι(χ)]Jµ = [ζ(η, v)− wt(ŵ1 ⇒ v) + ι(χ) + wt(w1 ⇒ ⌊v⌋
Jµ)]Jµ
by Lemma 2.17, it follows from Lemma 2.18 that
ΠJµ(y) = ΠJµ(vtζ(η,v)+γ) = ⌊v⌋
JµΠJµ(tζ(η,v)+γ)
 w1Π
Jµ(tζ(η,v)−wt(ŵ1⇒v)+ι(χ)) = ι(πχ,η) = ι(π).
Finally, by the same argument as for (8.5) (applied to the case that ξs = 0 and ζ =
ζ(η, v) + γ), we deduce that κ(π, y) = κ(η, v) · t[0]Jµ+[(ζ(η,v)+γ)−ζ(η,v)]Jµ = x. Thus we have
shown the implication ⇐, thereby completing the proof of (8.4).
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By (8.4), we can rewrite (8.1) (which is identical to the right-hand side of (3.21)) as:∑
v∈W
∑
η∈QLS(µ)
κ(η,v)=x
∑
χ∈Par(µ)
∑
γ∈Q∨
I\Jµ
γ≥ι(χ)
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (vtζ(η,v)+γ )−ℓ
∞
2 (x)e−wt(πχ,η) gch V −vtζ(η,v)+γ (λ)
=
∑
v∈W
∑
η∈QLS(µ)
κ(η,v)=x
∑
χ∈Par(µ)
∑
γ∈Q∨
I\Jµ
γ≥ι(χ)
(−1)ℓ(v)−ℓ(x)e−wt(πη)+|χ|δ q−〈λ, γ〉 gch V −vtζ(η,v)(λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
by Proposition 3.8
=
∑
χ∈Par(µ)
∑
γ∈Q∨
I\Jµ
γ≥ι(χ)
q|χ|−〈λ, γ〉
∑
v∈W
∑
η∈QLS(µ)
κ(η,v)=x
(−1)ℓ(v)−ℓ(x)e−wt(πη) gchV −vtζ(η,v)(λ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
the right-hand side of (3.29)
.
Therefore, in order to prove (3.29) in Corollary 3.15, it suffices to show that
∑
χ∈Par(µ)
∑
γ∈Q∨
I\Jµ
γ≥ι(χ)
q|χ|−〈λ, γ〉 =
∏
i∈I
λi∏
k=λi−µi+1
1
1− q−k
. (8.7)
For each i ∈ I \Jµ, we denote by Par(µi) the set of partitions of length less than µi ∈ Z≥1.
We rewrite (8.7) as:
∏
i∈I\Jµ
∑
χ(i)=(χ
(i)
1 ≥···≥χ
(i)
µi−1
≥0)
∈Par(µi)
∑
ci∈Z
ci≥χ
(i)
1
q|χ
(i)|−λici
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=
∑
(χ(i),ci)∈P
(i)
1
q|χ
(i)|−λici
=
∏
i∈I\Jµ
λi∏
k=λi−µi+1
1
1− q−k︸ ︷︷ ︸
=
∑
τ∈P
(i)
2
q−|τ |
,
where for each i ∈ I \ Jµ, we set
P
(i)
1 :=
{
(χ(i), ci) | χ
(i) = (χ
(i)
1 ≥ · · · ≥ χ
(i)
µi−1
≥ 0) ∈ Par(µi) and ci ∈ Z, ci ≥ χ
(i)
1
}
,
P
(i)
2 :=
{
τ = (τ1 ≥ τ2 ≥ · · · ≥ τm ≥ 0) | m ≥ 0, λi − µi + 1 ≤ τm ≤ τ1 ≤ λi
}
;
recall that λi ≥ µi for all i ∈ I \ Jµ. We show that for each i ∈ I \ Jµ,∑
(χ(i),ci)∈P
(i)
1
q|χ
(i)|−λici =
∑
τ∈P
(i)
2
q−|τ |. (8.8)
Let (χ(i), ci) ∈ P
(i)
1 , and write χ
(i) ∈ Par(µi) as χ
(i) = (χ
(i)
1 ≥ · · · ≥ χ
(i)
µi−1
≥ 0). Observe
that
(ci, ci, . . . , ci, ci︸ ︷︷ ︸
(λi − µi + 1) times
, ci − χ
(i)
µi−1
, . . . , ci − χ
(i)
2 , ci − χ
(i)
1 ) (8.9)
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is a partition of length less than or equal to λi. We define Ψ(χ
(i), ci) to be the conjugate (or
transposed) partition of the partition (8.9); it is easily checked that Ψ(χ(i), ci) ∈ P
(i)
2 . Also,
we can easily check that the map Ψ : P
(i)
1 → P
(i)
2 is bijective, and |Ψ(χ
(i), ci)| = −|χ
(i)|+λici
for all (χ(i), ci) ∈ P
(i)
1 . Thus we have shown (8.8), as desired. This completes the proof of
Corollary 3.15.
Appendix.
A Examples of Monk formula.
We give some examples of our Monk formula in the case that g is of type A2 and µ = ̟1;
see equation (1.4) in the Introduction (recall that ̟1 is a minuscule weight). Note that
Jµ = J̟1 = {2}, and W
Jµ = W J̟1 =
{
e, s1, s2s1
}
, WJµ = WJ̟1 =
{
e, s2
}
. The quantum
Bruhat graph in type A2 is as follows:
w◦
s1s2
s1
e
s2
s2s1
α2α1
θ
θ
α1α2
α2α1
θ
Bruhat edge quantum edge
α1 α2
α1α2
α1 α2
Note that θ denotes the highest root α1 + α2. By direct calculation, we obtain
eWJ̟1 s1WJ̟1 s2s1WJ̟1
e e 0 s1 α
∨
1 w◦ θ
∨
s2 s2 0 s1 α
∨
1 s2s1 α
∨
1
s1 e 0 s1 0 w◦ θ
∨
s1s2 s2 0 s1s2 0 w◦ α
∨
1
s2s1 s2 0 s1 0 s2s1 0
w◦ s2 0 s1s2 0 w◦ 0
, (A.1)
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where for v ∈ W and w ∈ W J̟1 , we have
wWJ̟1
v max(wWJ̟1 ,≤
∗
v) =: ŵ wt
(
ŵ ⇒ v
) .
Since µ = ̟1 is a minuscule weight, we see by (3.32) that
QLS(µ) = QLS(̟1) =
{
(e ; 0, 1), (s1 ; 0, 1), (s2s1 ; 0, 1)
}
.
Let us recall our Monk formula (1.4) from the Introduction: for w ∈ W ,
[OQG(s1)] · [OQG(w)]
= [OQG(w)]− e
̟1−w̟1
∑
v∈W
max(wWI\{1},≤
∗
v)=w
(−1)ℓ(v)−ℓ(w)[OQG(vtwt(w⇒v))]. (A.2)
For example, if w = s2, then it follows from (A.1) that{
v ∈ W | max(s2WJ̟1 ,≤
∗
v) = s2
}
=
{
s2, s1s2, s2s1, w◦
}
,
and hence by (A.2)
[OQG(s1)] · [OQG(s2)] = [OQG(s1s2)] + [OQG(s2s1)]− [OQG(w◦)].
Similarly, if w = s1, then
[OQG(s1)] · [OQG(s1)] =
[OQG(s1)]− e
̟1−s1̟1
(
[OQG(s1)]− [OQG(tα∨
1
)]− [OQG(s2s1)] + [OQG(s2tα∨
1
)]
)
;
if w = s1s2, then
[OQG(s1)] · [OQG(s1s2)] = [OQG(s1s2)]− e
̟1−s1̟1
(
[OQG(s1s2)]− [OQG(w◦)]
)
;
if w = s2s1, then
[OQG(s1)] · [OQG(s2s1)] = [OQG(s2s1)]− e
̟1−s2s1̟1
(
[OQG(s2s1)]− [OQG(s2tα∨1 )
]
)
;
if w = w◦, then
[OQG(s1)] · [OQG(w◦)] =
[OQG(w◦)]− e
̟1−s2s1̟1
(
[OQG(w◦)]− [OQG(tθ∨ )]− [OQG(s1s2tα∨
1
)] + [OQG(s1tθ∨ )]
)
.
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B Right-hand side of (3.21) in the case that λ−µ is not dominant.
Let λ, µ ∈ P+, and define Jλ, Jµ ⊂ I as in (3.1). We write λ and µ as λ =
∑
i∈I λi̟i
and µ =
∑
i∈I µi̟i, respectively. We will prove that if λ − µ is not dominant, then the
right-hand side of (3.21) is identical to 0 for all x ∈ Waf ; we prove this assertion by
induction on |µ| =
∑
i∈I µi. Assume that λ − µ is not dominant. Also in this case, we
denote by F(x) = Fλµ(x) the right-hand side of (3.21), as in §7.1.
Assume first that µ = ̟r for some r ∈ I and x = tξ for some ξ ∈ Q
∨; since λ− µ =
λ − ̟r is not dominant, it follows that λr = 0. By the same argument as for (5.7), we
deduce that
Fλ̟r(tξ) =
∑
m∈Z≥0
q−mλre−tξ̟r
(
gchV −tξ (λ)− gchV
−
srtξ
(λ)
)
.
Since λr = 0 as seen above, we have V
−
srtξ
(λ) = V −tξ (λ) (see Remark 3.6). Hence we obtain
Fλ̟r(tξ) = 0 in this case.
Also, we remark that the assertion of Proposition 7.2 and the arguments in its proof
are still valid even if λ− µ is not dominant.
Assume next that µ = ̟r for some r ∈ I and x ∈ Waf . If we take a sequence
i1, . . . , in ∈ Iaf and ξ ∈ Q
∨ as in §7.2, then we have
Fλ̟r(x) = DinDin−1 · · ·Di2Di1Fλ̟r(tξ).
Since Fλ̟r(tξ) = 0 as shown above, we obtain Fλ̟r(x) = 0. This proves the desired
equality in the case that |µ| = 1.
Assume now that |µ| > 1, and take r ∈ I such that µr ≥ 1. We set ν := µ−̟r ∈ P+;
notice that |ν| < |µ|. By the same argument as for H(x) in §8.1, we see that
Fλµ(x) =
∑
z∈Waf
zx
∑
ψ∈B
∞
2 (µ)
ι(ψ)ΠJµ (z), κ(ψ,z)=x
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (z)−ℓ
∞
2 (x)e−wt(ψ) gchV −z (λ)
=
∑
y∈Waf
yx
∑
π∈B
∞
2 (ν)
ι(π)ΠJν (y), κ(π,y)=x
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (y)−ℓ
∞
2 (x)e−wt(π)×
∑
z∈Waf
zy
∑
η∈B
∞
2 (̟r)
ι(η)ΠJ̟r (z), κ(η,z)=y
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (z)−ℓ
∞
2 (y)e−wt(η) gchV −z (λ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Fλ̟r (y)
. (B.1)
If λ−̟r is not dominant, then we have Fλ̟r(y) = 0 by the argument above, and hence
Fλµ(x) = 0. Hence we assume that λ−̟r is dominant. Then it follows from Theorem 3.9
that Fλ̟r(y) = (1 − q
−λr)−1 gchV −y (λ − ̟r). Substituting this equality into (B.1), we
obtain
Fλµ(x)
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= (1− q−λr)−1
∑
y∈Waf
yx
∑
π∈B
∞
2 (ν)
ι(π)ΠJν (y), κ(π,y)=x
(−1)ℓ
∞
2 (y)−ℓ
∞
2 (x)e−wt(π) gchV −y (λ−̟r)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Fλ−̟r,ν(x)
,
and hence Fλµ(x) = (1− q
−λr)−1Fλ−̟r ,ν(x). Since (λ−̟r)− ν = λ−µ is not dominant,
and since |ν| < |µ|, it follows by the induction hypothesis that Fλ−̟r ,ν(x) = 0, and hence
Fλµ(x) = 0. This completes the proof of the desired equality Fλµ(x) = 0 in the case that
λ− µ is not dominant.
C Chevalley formula for dominant weights in terms of quantum
LS paths.
We know from [KNS, (3.3)] that for λ, µ ∈ P+ and x ∈ W ,
gchV −x (λ+ µ) =
∑
π∈B
∞
2
x(µ)
efin(wt(π))qnul(wt(π)) gch V −
ι(π,x)(λ), (C.1)
where ι(π, x) ∈ Waf is defined as in (3.16) with y replaced by x. We will reformulate this
formula in terms of quantum LS paths, as in Corollary 3.15 and §8.2.
We write µ as µ =
∑
i∈I µi̟i, and define Par(µ) to be the set of I-tuples of partitions
χ = (χ(i))i∈I such that χ
(i) is a partition of length less than or equal to µi for each
i ∈ I; for χ ∈ Par(µ), we define |χ| ∈ Z≥0 and ι(χ) ∈ Q
∨,+ as in §4.1. For η =
(w1, . . . , ws ; a0, a1, . . . , as) ∈ QLS(µ) and x ∈ W , we define ι(η, x) ∈ W by the following
recursive formula (cf. (3.16) and Proposition 2.22):
w˜s+1 := x,
w˜u := min(wuWJµ,≤w˜u+1) for 1 ≤ u ≤ s,
ι(η, x) := w˜1.
(C.2)
Also, we set
ξ(η, x) :=
s∑
u=1
wt(w˜u+1 ⇒ w˜u), (C.3)
and
degx(η) := −
s∑
u=1
au〈µ, wt(w˜u+1 ⇒ w˜u)〉; (C.4)
notice that degx(η) = deg(η)− 〈µ, wt(x⇒ κ(η))〉 by (3.26) and Lemma 2.17.
Corollary C.1. Keep the notation and setting above. For x ∈ W , we have
gchV −x (λ+ µ) =
∑
η∈QLS(µ)
∑
χ∈Par(µ)
ewt(η)qdegx(η)−|χ| gchV −
ι(η,x)tξ(η,x)+ι(χ)
(λ). (C.5)
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Proof. We see that
B
∞
2
x(µ) =
⊔
η∈QLS(µ)
cl−1(η) ∩ B
∞
2
x(µ),
where cl : B
∞
2 (µ) ։ QLS(µ) is the projection given in §3.4. We deduce from [NNS1,
(5.4)], together with Lemma 2.17, that
cl−1(η) ∩ B
∞
2
x(µ) =
{
πχ,η · twt(x⇒κ(η))+γ | χ ∈ Par(µ), γ ∈ Q
∨,+
I\Jµ
}
; (C.6)
here, πχ,η is the (unique) element in the connected component B
∞
2
χ (µ) corresponding
to χ ∈ Par(µ) such that cl(πχ,η) = η and κ(πχ,η) = κ(η) ∈ W (see §8.2), and for
π = (x1, . . . , xs ; a0, a1, . . . , as) ∈ B
∞
2 (µ) and ξ ∈ Q∨, we set
π · tξ := (Π
Jµ(x1tξ), . . . , Π
Jµ(xstξ) ; a0, a1, . . . , as) ∈ B
∞
2 (µ)
(see [KNS, (7.7)]). In the same manner as in the calculation on page 43 of [NNS1], we
see that if χ = (χ(i))i∈I ∈ Par(µ) and γ =
∑
i∈I\Jµ
γiα
∨
i ∈ Q
∨
I\Jµ
, then
wt(πχ,η · twt(x⇒κ(η))+γ) = wt(η) +
(
degx(η)− |(γi + χ
(i))i∈I |
)
δ,
where γi+χ
(i) is defined to be the partition (γi+χ
(i)
1 ≥ γi+χ
(i)
2 ≥ · · · ≥ γi+χ
(i)
µi−1
≥ γi)
of length less than or equal to µi for each i ∈ I \ Jµ, and ∅ for i ∈ Jµ; note that
(γi + χ
(i))i∈I ∈ Par(µ). Also, we deduce by Proposition 2.22, together with Lemma 2.17
and (3.25), that
ι(πχ,η · twt(x⇒κ(η))+γ , x) = ι(η, x)tξ(η,x)+ι(χ)+γ .
Therefore, the right-hand side of (C.1) is identical to:∑
η∈QLS(µ)
∑
χ∈Par(µ)
∑
γ∈Q∨,+
I\Jµ
ewt(η)qdegx(η)−|(γi+χ
(i))i∈I | gch V −
ι(η,x)tξ(η,x)+ι(χ)+γ
(λ)
=
∑
η∈QLS(µ)
∑
χ∈Par(µ)
ewt(η)qdegx(η)−|χ| gchV −
ι(η,x)tξ(η,x)+ι(χ)
(λ).
This proves Corollary C.1.
Remark C.2. In the sum on the right-hand side of (C.5), for each η ∈ QLS(µ) and an
arbitrary fixed γ ∈ Q∨,+, the number of the elements χ ∈ Par(µ) contributing to the
coefficient of gchV −
ι(η,x)tξ(η,x)+γ
(λ) is finite.
By the same argument as for Theorem 1 in the Introduction, we obtain the following
corollary, which is a rephrasement of [KNS, Theorem 5.10] in terms of quantum LS paths.
Corollary C.3. Let λ ∈ P+ be a dominant integral weight, and let x = wtξ ∈ W
≥0
af .
Then, in the Iwahori-equivariant K-group K ′
I˜
(QG), we have
[OQG(λ)] · [OQG(x)]
=
∑
η∈QLS(−w◦λ)
∑
χ∈Par(−w◦λ)
ewt(η)qdegw(η)−|χ|[OQG(ι(η,w)tξ+ξ(η,w)+ι(χ))].
(C.7)
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